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Abstract
Use of multi-robot systems has many advantages over single robot systems in various appli-
cations. However, it comes with its own complexity and challenges. In this report, we try to
improve the performance of existing approaches for search operations in multi-robot context.
We propose three novel algorithms that are using a triangular grid pattern, i.e., robots certainly
go through the vertices of a triangular grid during the search procedure. The main advantage
of using a triangular grid pattern is that it is asymptotically optimal in terms of the minimum
number of robots required for the complete coverage of an arbitrary bounded area. Therefore,
using the vertices of this triangular grid coverage guarantees complete search of a region as well
as shorter searching time. We use a new topological map which is made and shared by robots
during the search operation. We consider an area that is unknown to the robots a priori with
an arbitrary shape, containing some obstacles. Unlike many current heuristic algorithms, we
give mathematically rigorous proofs of convergence with probability 1 of the algorithms. The
computer simulation results for the proposed algorithms are presented using a simulator of real
robots and environment. We evaluate the performance of the algorithms via experiments with
real Pioneer 3DX mobile robots. We compare the performance of our own algorithms with
three existing algorithms from other researchers. The results demonstrate the merits of our
proposed solution.
A further study on formation building with obstacle avoidance for a team of mobile robots
is presented in this report. We propose a robust decentralized formation building with obstacle
avoidance algorithm for a group of mobile robots to move in a defined geometric configuration.
Furthermore, we consider a more complicated formation problem with a group of anonymous
robots; these robots are not aware of their position in the final configuration and need to
reach a consensus during the formation process. We propose a randomized algorithm for the
anonymous robots that achieves the convergence to a desired configuration with probability
1. We also propose a novel obstacle avoidance rule, used in the formation building algorithm.
A mathematically rigorous proof of the proposed algorithm is given. The performance and
applicability of the proposed algorithm are confirmed by the computer simulation results.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The past three decades have seen increasingly rapid advances in robotics. Also, mobile robots
area; usually referred to unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs),
unmanned underwater vehicles, driverless cars, etc., has been a major area of interest within
the field of robotics. Using mobile robots has recently become very popular in various tasks.
Mobile robots are employed to achieve from very simple home tasks like vacuum cleaning [1,2] to
some important and complicated jobs like finding a dangerous odour source in a warehouse [3].
They have been used to help or replace human in various applications such as unmanned aircraft
systems (UAS) [4–6], factory automation [7,8], mining [9–11], home and office assistance [12,13],
interactive guide systems [14], search and rescue operations [15, 16], search and exploration in
hazardous environments [17], and sensor networks [18,19].
A single-robot system refers to only one individual robot which can model itself, the envi-
ronment and their interaction [20]. Use of a single robot in applications mentioned above has
been studied by many researchers, and this field of research is well developed. NASA Mars
Pathfinder [21], Sony Aibo, a robotic dog capable of seeing and walking [22], and Boston Dy-
namics BigDog that is able to walk on icy terrain and recover its balance when kicked from
the side [23], are famous examples of mobile robots. Despite advances in single-robot systems
that enable them to overcome many obstacles and achieve a lot of operations, there are still
some tasks that are inherently impossible or too complicated to be done by an individual robot.
Furthermore, there are also some tasks that might not be timely or economically efficient to
be done by a single robot. For instance, two keys in different parts of an environment must be
activated concurrently, cannot be accomplished by a single robot [24].
1.1 Multi-Robot Systems
On the other side, using a team consisting of some autonomous mobile robots instead of only a
single robot for aforementioned tasks, is a newer approach that has attracted many researchers
in recent years [25–28]. Though, using multi-robot systems may cause some new challenging
problems in contrast to single-robot systems, they have a lot of advantages that assure the
researchers to have an increased interest in this topic. Furthermore, recent developments in
the fields of microelectronics, measurement and sensors, wireless communication networks,
and computer hardware and software, have led to a renewed interest in multi-robot systems.
Compared to single-robot systems, multi-robot systems have several potential advantages which
are [29–33]:
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• More reliable; as a result of information sharing among robots, any failure in one robot
would not cause a failure of the whole system.
• Robust and fault-tolerant; using multi-robot systems can reduce errors in odometry, com-
munication, sensing and so on.
• Scalable; with growing amount of work, the algorithm applied to multi-robot systems still
works properly.
• Flexible; they can adopt themselves with any changes in the environment.
• Lower cost; using some simple robots is cheaper than a single complex and powerful robot.
• A better spatial distribution.
• A better overall system performance in terms of time or the energy consumption required
completing a task.
Despite aforementioned advantages, multi-robot systems consist of many different and yet
related research topics and problems. Communication and coordination of the robots during the
operation, localization, and mapping are some of the most significant problems of multi-robot
systems which have been discussed in the next sections.
1.2 Multi-Robot Search and Rescue
In the field of multi-robot systems, search and rescue, exploration, foraging and patrolling are
some different terms that are closely related. A considerable amount of literature has been pub-
lished on these topics [34–39]. Although these topics may seem distinct, their related problems
in multi-robot systems are almost similar so that they can be classified in the same category.
All of these problems can be done by a single robot, and there are many articles have been
published about that. But as outlined before, using a team of robots has many advantages
over a single robot that make it powerful so that it can accomplish a search task more effi-
cient in terms of time and cost. Multi-robot exploring systems have numerous applications
such as exploring an entire region for unknown number of targets [40, 41], search and rescue
operations [42], surveyance a building to detect potential intruders (e.g., museums and labora-
tories) [43], patrolling in outdoor environments (e.g., a country borders) [44], intruder detection
and perimeter protection [45,46].
This report intends to present some algorithms which can be applied in the search and
rescue operations (SAR) [47, 48] as well as other exploring tasks. Clearly, it is significant to
save human lives in a disaster such as an earthquake, a plane crash, a missed boat in the ocean
and a fire in an industrial warehouse. In most of such cases, search and rescue operations are
usually difficult or even impossible to be performed by humans. Therefore, using a team of
robots would be helpful to carry out the operation to increase the survival rate and to decrease
the risk of the operation. Besides, in a search and rescue operation, the search area must
be completely explored ensuring all possible targets are detected. Our suggested algorithms
thoroughly cover this goal in the sense that they guarantee exploring all points of the search
area. In the following, we mention some of the studies in this field carried out in recent years
by other researchers.
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Beard and McLain [49] proposed a dynamic programming approach for a team of cooper-
ating UAVs to explore a region as much as possible while avoiding regions of hazards. Vincent
and Rubin [50] used predefined swarm patterns to address the problem of cooperative search
strategies for UAVs searching for moving targets in hazardous environments. Yang et al. [51]
used distributed reinforcement learning for multi-agent search wherein the robots learn the
environment online and store the information as a map and utilise that to compute their route.
Baxter et al. [52] described two implementations of a potential field sharing multi-robot
system; pessimistic and optimistic. They considered that robots perform no reasoning and are
purely reactive in nature. They pointed out that potential field sharing has a positive impact on
robots involved in a search and rescue problem. Marjovi et al. [53] presented a method for fire
searching by a multi-robot team. They proposed a decentralized frontier based exploration by
which the robots explore an unknown environment to detect fire sources. In [15], Guarnieri et
al. presented a search and rescue system named HELIOS team, consisting of five tracked robots
for urban search And rescue. Two units are equipped with manipulators for the accomplishment
of particular tasks, such as the handling of objects and opening doors; the other three units,
equipped with cameras and laser range finders, are utilized to create virtual 3D maps of the
explored environment. The three units can move autonomously while collecting the data by
using a collaborative positioning system (CPS).
Sugiyama et al. [54] investigated the autonomous chain network formation by multi-robot
rescue systems. According to Sugiyama et al. [54], chain networks connecting a base station
and rescue robots are essential to reconnoiter distant spaces in disaster areas, and the chains
must be formed to assure communications among them and must be transformed if the target of
exploration changes. They adopted autonomous classification of robots into search robots and
relay robots so that the robots act according to the behavior algorithms of each class of robot
to form chain network threading the path to the distant spaces. In [55], Luo et al. proposed
an approach that employs a team consisting of ground and aerial vehicles simultaneously. The
ground vehicle is used for the purpose of environment mapping, the micro aerial vehicle is
used simultaneously for the purpose of search and localization with a vertical camera and a
horizontal camera, and two other micro ground vehicles with sonar, compass and colour sensor
used as the back-up team.
Lewis and Sycara [56] demonstrated the evolution of an experimental human-multi-robot
system for urban search and rescue in which operators and robots collaborate to search for
victims. Macwan and Nejat [57] presented a modular methodology for predicting a lost person’s
behavior (motion) for autonomous coordinated multi-robot wilderness search and rescue. They
asserted introducing new concept of isoprobability curves, which represents a unique mechanism
for identifying the targets probable location at any given time within the search area while
accounting for influences such as terrain topology, target physiology and psychology, clues
found, etc. Mobedi and Nejat [58] developed an active 3-D sensory system that can be used
in robotic rescue missions to map these unknown cluttered urban disaster environments and
determine the locations of victims.
Sugiyama et al. [59] proposed a system procedure for a multi-robot rescue system that
performs real-time exploration over disaster areas. The proposed system procedure consists of
the autonomous classification of robots into search and relay types, and behavior algorithms
for each class of robot. Searching robots explore the areas, and relay robots act as relay
terminals between searching robots and the base station. The rule of the classification and
the behavior algorithm refer to the forwarding table of each robot constructed for ad hoc
networking. The table construction is based on DSDV (destination-sequenced distance vector)
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routing that informs each robot of its topological position in the network and other essentials.
In [60], Liu et al. proposed a hierarchical reinforcement learning (HRL) based semi-autonomous
control architecture for rescue robot teams to enable cooperative learning between the robot
team members. They claimed that the HRL-based control architecture allows a multi-robot
rescue team to collectively make decisions regarding which rescue tasks need to be carried out
at a given time, and which team member should execute them to achieve optimal performance
in exploration and victim identification.
In [61], Cipolleschi et al. proposed a system that exploits semantic information to push
robots to explore areas that are relevant; according to a priori information provided by human
users. That semantic information, which embedded in a semantic map, associates spatial
concepts (like rooms and corridors) with metric entities, showing its effectiveness to improve
total explored area.
Two main issues of multi-robot exploration are the exploration strategy employed to se-
lect the most convenient observation locations the robots should reach in a partially known
environment and the coordination method employed to manage the interferences between the
actions performed by robots [62]. To determine the effect of each issues, Amigoni et al. [62]
studied a search and rescue setting in which different coordination methods and exploration
strategies are implemented and their contributions to an efficient exploration of indoor environ-
ments are comparatively evaluated. Their results showed that the role of exploration strategies
dominates that of coordination methods in determining the performance of an exploring multi-
robot system in a highly structured indoor environment, while the situation is reversed in a
less structured indoor environment.
To our knowledge, there is not a lot of publications about the grid-based search by multi-
robot systems. A preliminary related work on this topic was undertaken by Spires et al. [63]
wherein they proposed space filling curves such as Hilbert curves for geographical search for
targets by multiple robots. Enns et al. [64] addressed the problem of searching a wide area
for targets using multiple autonomous air vehicles. They considered a scenario where viewing
from two perpendicular directions is needed to confirm a target. They employed a simple rule
wherein the unmanned air vehicles move in lanes to detect the targets.
In recent years, there has been an increasing amount of literature on using the Voronoi
diagram for multi-robot systems [65–67]. Wurm et al. [36] addressed the problem of exploring an
unknown environment with a team of mobile robots. They proposed an approach to distribute
the robots over the environment by partitioning the space into segments using Voronoi diagram.
Haumann et al. [68] proposed a frontier based approach for multi-robot exploration wherein
using a Voronoi partition of the environment, each robot autonomously creates and optimizes
the objective function to obtain a collision-free path in a distributed fashion. In [69], authors
used Voronoi decomposition of the map to build a connected graph of a place for generating
the set of exploration goals. Bhattacharya et al. [70] presented a distributed algorithm that
computes the generalized Voronoi tessellation of non-convex environments in real-time for use
in feedback control laws for cooperative coverage control in unknown non-convex environments.
Yang et al. [71] proposed a decentralized control algorithm of swarm robots for target search
and trapping inspired by bacteria chemotaxis; by dividing the target area into Voronoi cells.
Guruprasad and Ghose [72–74] studied employing Voronoi diagram for multi-robot deploy and
search.
However, such approaches that use Voronoi diagram for multi-robot search have some weak-
ness. For example, they need a lot of resources for computation to obtain a reasonable perfor-
mance that depends on the number of robots. Also, they are inefficient and quiet complex to
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implement in practice [29]. This study makes a major contribution to research on multi-robot
systems by demonstrating some new methods of grid-based search to fill such gaps. In par-
ticular, our proposed methods do not need much computational resources, and are feasible to
implement in real systems.
Regarding the shape of search area, there are a lot of research conducted in multi-robot
systems with various assumptions about the search area [52, 73, 75, 76]. However, few of them
propose a comprehensive solution for the shape of the environment and obstacles. For instance,
in [52] a structured environment has been assumed as the search area whereas an unstructured
environment has been considered in [75]. In [73], the search area has been assumed a re-
gion without any obstacles while in [76], the operation has been done in an environment with
obstacles.
1.3 Communication and Coordination
It is apparent that the strength of multi-robot systems rises when the robots cooperate to
complete a task. Communication and coordination, as a means of interaction among robots, is
essential to the accomplishment of teamwork effectively [77]. The primary objective of coordi-
nation is to have a team of autonomous robots work together efficiently to achieve a collective
team behavior through local interaction. Recent advances in science and technology in the
fields of microelectronics, computing, communication and control systems have made it feasible
to deploy a large number of autonomous robots to work cooperatively to accomplish civilian
and military missions with the capability to significantly improve the operational effectiveness,
reduce the costs, and provide additional degrees of redundancy. Coverage control, flocking,
formation control and consensus are some of the problems in cooperative control of multi-robot
systems [78].
Multi-robot coordination has been primarily inspired from nature as there are various co-
ordination behaviours in animals. For instance, flocking in a school of fish to avoid predators
and obstacles, flocking in a group of migrating birds, or a swarm of insects looking for food
are some famous examples of coordinating behaviour of animals [79]. A seminal study in this
area is the work of Reynolds in the 1980s, wherein the flocking behaviour of animals has been
simulated [80], which shows that a mathematical study of the animals flocking can be used as
a framework for cooperative control of multi-agent systems.
Today we have a large number of industrial systems which are good examples of multi-agent
coordination. An example is the deployment of sensors in an unknown environment [81] or
clock synchronization [82] in wireless sensor networks. Formation flying of satellites is another
example, which can be employed, e.g., for space interferometers and military surveillance [83,
84]. Multi-robot teams competitions, e.g., Robocup, are further useful samples of cooperation
control of multi-agent systems [85].
Fig. 1.1 shows the configuration of multi-robot systems [78]. As depicted in this figure,
there are three main components in multi-robot systems, which are: agent dynamics, inter-
agent interactions and cooperative control laws. Describing agents dynamics depends on the
complexity of the agents, and in most cases, a first-order or second-order dynamics is used to
model the agents. In some circumstances, the agents are described by nonlinear models, and
some uncertainties or disturbances are taken into account.
Note that the agents in a multi-agent system are dynamically decoupled; therefore, they
must be coupled through another way enabling them to cooperate. Exchanging information
6
Agent Dynamics
Inter-Agent Interactions Cooperative Control Laws
Figure 1.1: Configuration of multi-agent systems
through a communication network is a method by which the agents can interact with each
other. The information which is exchanged among the agents can be their odometry data, the
data of the environment they explore, e.g., maps, and the information about the targets they
detect. Direct sensing is another way by which the agents can communicate, for example, a
robot can detect the other robots’ positions by its sensors such as sonars, lasers or cameras. It is
very beneficial to represent the topology of the communication between the robots themselves
and with a center in a multi-robot system by a graph [86]. To put it simply, the agents of
a multi-robot system are equal to the nodes in the related graph, and an edge between two
nodes in the graph implies that there is a communication between two related robots. As the
communication between robots can be one-way or two-way, the related graph is directed or
undirected. Furthermore, if the robots are always connected via a communication network, the
related graph is static meaning that its edges are not time varying. On the other hand, due to
the limited communication range of the robots, they sometimes get disconnected. Thus, the
corresponding graph will be dynamic, i.e., the edges of the graph vary over time.
In multi-robot systems, cooperative control laws are applied via a control center or dis-
tributed among all agents; in agreement with the agent dynamics and the interaction topology.
Therefore, coordination control in a multi-robot system is classified into two main categories:
centralized and decentralized which will be discussed in the next section. Also, we describe
some related problems of cooperative control such as formation control, consensus and flocking
later in this chapter. For more detail on these topics and issues of multi-robot cooperation
control, see [87–91] and the references therein.
Networked control systems are another increasingly important area in multi-robot sys-
tems [92]. It has already been common to consider the control and communication as two
separate parts in a system. Usually in control theory, we consider that dynamical systems are
connected via ideal channels, whereas communication theory studies data transmission over
non-ideal channels. Actually, networked control systems are the combination of these two
theories. Since the control signals in multi-robot systems are transmitted through imperfect
communication channels with a limited capacity, it is more practical to study them as net-
worked control systems [93–97]. In this report, we consider a multi-robot system as a network,
and a decentralized coordination control is applied by which the robots share their information
via wireless communication; therefore, our multi-robot system is an example of a networked
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control system with various communication limitations.
1.4 Centralized vs. Decentralized
For a cooperative control problem, designing an appropriate controller to carry out the desired
team goal is the primary task [89]. Centralized approach and decentralized (or distributed)
approach are two major ways to control multi-robot systems [98–101]. In centralized control
systems , there is no communication between robots at all, and the robots are controlled by a
central unit which is responsible for the team coordination. Although multi-robot centralized
systems are easier to implement and apply, decentralized control has important advantages so
that it has recently brought researchers to pay more attention to it. Also in some applications,
it is hard or even impossible to use a centralized control; then, using a decentralized system
is inevitable. Several constraints are imposed by a centralized control such as limited wireless
communication range, the short sensing capability of sensors, high cost, limited resources and
energy, and large size of vehicles to manage and control or even infeasible to implement [89].
In decentralized control, there is not any control center; thus, the algorithm is such that
the control procedure is distributed among the agents. In other words, all the robots in a
decentralized control system are autonomous robots which are controlled by relatively simple
control rules [102, 103]. Thus, decentralized control only relies on local information of a robot
itself and the information that it receives from the other robots of the team; usually the
information from its neighbours. The decentralized control approach has many advantages
in achieving cooperative team performances, specifically with low operational costs, less system
requirements, high robustness, strong adaptivity, and flexible scalability; therefore, has been
widely recognized and appreciated [89].
In decentralized control of multi-robot systems, the primary goal typically is to have the
whole team working in a cooperative way throughout a distributed law. Here, cooperative
means an interaction among all the robots in the team via sharing their information. Therefore,
one of the main issues in decentralized control systems is how the robots share their information
among themselves. When the robots of a team collaborate to achieve a goal based on an
algorithm, they need to share their information. That information can be their motion’s data
like position and velocity, the maps they build during the search procedure or the information
about the targets they detect. Moreover, in multi-robot systems, a control algorithm must
consider some practical limitations such as memory usage [104], processing speed [105] and
communication bandwidth [106]. One shortcoming of decentralized control is that some robots
cannot predict the team behavior based only on the available local information from their
neighbours; so a team behavior cannot be controlled. In addition, in a complicated task where
the goal is to optimize a global cost, the decentralized control may suffer from the lack of
competence. Therefore, it would be interesting to assess a balance between decentralization
and centralization so as to achieve further improvement in overall performance.
1.5 Consensus Variables Rule
Consensus problem in networks is a cooperative behavior used in many fields of studies such
as sensor networks [107–109], mobile communication systems, unmanned vehicles, distributed
computing as well as multi-robot systems [110]. The first serious discussions and analysis of
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consensus problems started with distributed computing in computer science [111, 112]. Vicsek
presented a model for studying collective behavior of interacting self-propelled particles, which
is a basis for modeling of many animals behaviours such as a school of fish, flock of birds
and swarm of insects [113, 114]. Later, a mathematical justification for the Vicsek model was
proposed in [115], and a general framework of the consensus problem for networks of integrators
was provided in [116]. There is a large volume of published studies describing the role of
consensus problems; see, e.g., [89, 90,117,118] and the references therein.
In the case of multi-robot systems, the consensus is an important and fundamental problem
that means reaching a consensus on an amount for one or more variables. For example, the
robots communicate with each other to agree on a particular value for their speed and direc-
tion. They share their information and also exchange their calculations based on a rule called
consensus algorithm [119]. Consensus algorithms are widely used in multi-robot systems such
as formation control [120], flocking [121], and coverage control [122,123].
In this report, we apply an algorithm based on consensus variables, by which the robots
eventually reach an agreement on a common triangular grid. Hence, they can be located on
some vertices of that grid and begin the search operation by moving through the vertices of the
grid. Furthermore, in another algorithm proposed for formation building, a control rule based
on the consensus variables rule is employed.
1.6 Mapping
Mapping and map merging are two other challenging problems in multi-robot systems. In
single robot systems, a robot makes its map and utilizes it only by itself of course since there
is nobody else to share with. On the other hand, in multi-robot systems, each robot makes its
map which is used by the other robots, getting better performance in an operation. Therefore,
map merging is essential for multi-robot systems; however, it is a challenging issue due to the
different coordinate systems of the robots. Researchers proposed several methods for mapping
and map merging in multi-robot systems. One solution is based on a global or local positioning
system [124] which is not available in many conditions. Another approach assumes that all
robots know their positions in a shared map [17]. There are also methods that merge maps of
different robots to build a shared map of the environment [125,126].
Geometric grid based [127] and topological maps [128] are two main methods for map
making of mobile robots. Although geometric grid based method is more accurate for the case
where the grid size is small enough, it needs considerable memory and takes a remarkable time
to process; especially for map merging in multi-robot systems. Thus, in multi-robot systems,
topological maps are more efficient and feasible. In this report, we use a kind of topological
map, described in detail in Chapter 2.
1.7 Formation Building
In the field of multi-robot systems, formation control has been the subject of many classic
studies in the past two decades. The purpose of formation control is to drive a group of agents
to some desired states; for example, to build a geometric pattern. There are some multi-robot
applications such as remote sensing, patrolling, search and rescue wherein it is helpful if the
robots move with a desired geometric formation. Therefore, the research about distribution
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formation control of a team of mobile robots has become a new challenging area for researchers
in recent years; see, e.g., [129–133] and the references therein. The notable difference between
general distributed control approach and the approaches that are used for a team of mobile
robots is that in the second case, there is no dynamic coupling among the robots; meaning that
the robots do not directly affect each other. Based on the distributed control approach, each
robot uses the information provided by its nearest neighbouring robots in order to update its
linear and angular velocities at discrete time instants. There are some articles on this topic
that proposed a distributed control algorithm by which the robots will eventually move with
the same heading and speed; see, e.g., [134–136]. The more challenging problem is to apply a
distributed control algorithm to force the robots to move so that they finally build a desired
geometric pattern. Furthermore, formation building in the existence of obstacles is even a more
difficult problem.
Many of the articles presented in this area consider a simple linear model for the motion
of the robots without constraints on the control inputs; see, e.g., [137–139]. In particular,
these simple models do not consider the essential standard constraints on the angular and
linear velocities. Indeed, all actual vehicles such as Unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs) and
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have standard hard constraints on their angular and linear
velocities [140]. For example, with no constraints on the angular velocity, it may become a
large value which results in a small turning radius for the robots that is impossible to obtain
with actual robots. Therefore, the linear system approaches considered without constraints
on the control inputs are not applicable. In [106], an algorithm of flocking for a group of
wheeled robots described by the unicycle model with hard constraints on angular and linear
velocities was proposed; however, the much more challenging problem of formation building was
not considered. We consider a more difficult problem of formation building where a nonlinear
model with hard constraints on the angular and linear velocities describing the robots.
Communication between the robots is another issue that was considered in many of the
papers in this area. However, most of such publications consider leader-follower in the team;
therefore, they must consider quite restrictive classes of robot communication graphs; see,
e.g., [141,142]. In some other papers, robots communication graph is assumed to be minimally
rigid [143,144] or time-invariant and connected [145] which is also quite restrictive.
The existence of obstacles in the environment is the other problem that has been considered
in a lot of recent research on mobile robots control methods; see, e.g., [44, 146–152] and the
references therein. The problem of existence of obstacles in the environment is not considered
in most references mentioned above for formation building methods [153]. However, some
papers assume obstacles in the environment and include an obstacle avoidance method in their
proposed algorithms; see, e.g., [154–156] and the references therein. In [154], it was assumed
that the shape of the obstacle is convex and known to the robots. Obstacle avoidance strategy
in [155] is based on the concept of impedance with fictitious forces. The technique for obstacle
avoidance of mobile robots in [156] relies on a rotational potential field.
In this report, we consider the problem of distributed control of a team of autonomous
mobile robots in which the robots finally move with the same direction and speed in a desired
geometric pattern while avoiding the obstacles. We propose a distributed motion coordination
control algorithm so that the robots collectively move in a desired geometric pattern from
any initial position while avoiding the obstacles on their routes. Furthermore, we present
the algorithm of formation building with anonymous robots meaning that the robots do not
know their final position in the desired geometric configuration at the beginning; but, using
a randomized algorithm, they will eventually reach a consensus on their positions. Also, we
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propose a new obstacle avoidance method by which the robots maintain a given distance to
the obstacles as well as mathematical justification of the proposed method. There are various
applications for the suggested formation control algorithm such as sweep coverage [100,110,157],
border patrolling [158], mine sweeping [159], ocean floor monitoring [160], and exploration in a
sea floor [161].
1.8 Contributions of This Report
In this report, we propose some new methods for distributed control of a multi-robot team
which its duty is to search all or a part of an unknown region. The aim of the search can be
either finding some targets in the region, patrolling the region frequently or putting some signs
on particular points in the region. The suggested algorithms use a triangular grid pattern, i.e.,
robots certainly go through the vertices of a triangular grid during the search operation. To
ensure that all the vertices of the region’s covering grid are visited by the robots, they must have
a common triangular grid. In order to achieve that, we use a two-stage algorithm. In the first
stage, robots apply an algorithm according to the consensus variables rule to deploy themselves
on the vertices of a common triangular grid which covers the region. In the second stage, they
begin searching the area by moving between the vertices of the common triangular grid. There
are various scenarios can be used in the second stage. We propose three different methods
for the second stage, namely, random triangular grid-based search algorithm, semi-random
triangular grid-based search algorithm and modified triangular-grid-based search algorithm,
which are presented in Chapters 3, 4 and 5, respectively.
The proposed algorithms are partly based on ideas from [162] where a distributed random
algorithm for self-deployment of a network of mobile sensors has been presented. In [162],
authors have proposed a method to deploy a team of mobile sensors on the vertices of a
triangular grid that covers the entire area of interest. Indeed, in the proposed search algorithms,
we benefit from the triangular grid coverage to cover the entire area. It is clear that any
triangular grid coverage of a region is a complete blanket coverage of that region. The main
advantage of deploying robots in a triangular grid pattern is that it is asymptotically optimal
regarding the minimum number of robots required for the complete coverage of an arbitrary
bounded area [163]. Therefore, using the vertices of this triangular grid coverage, which is
applied in this report, guarantees search of the whole region.
One of the advantages of the proposed algorithms is the method by which the robots make
and share their maps and use them for exploration. We use a kind of topological map, described
in detail in the next chapters. Furthermore, we consider a region with an arbitrary shape that
contains some obstacles. Also we assume the area is unknown to the robots a priori. In
addition, mathematically rigorous proofs of convergence with probability 1 of the algorithms
are given. Moreover, our algorithms are implemented and tested using Mobilesim, a simulator
of the real robots and environment. Mobilesim is a powerful simulator which considers robots’
real circumstances such as dynamics of motion, encoders, sonar and also borders and obstacles
of the environment. We also test one of the algorithms via experiments by real robots. In fact,
we confirm the performance of the proposed algorithm with experiments with Adept Pioneer
3DX wheeled mobile robots in a real world environment.
A further study on networked multi-robot formation building algorithm is presented in this
report. We consider the problem of distributed control of a team of autonomous mobile robots
in which the robots finally move with the same direction and speed in a desired geometric
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pattern while avoiding the obstacles. We propose a distributed motion coordination control
algorithm so that the robots collectively move in a desired geometric pattern from any initial
position while avoiding the obstacles on their routes. In the proposed method, the robots
have no information on the shape and position of the obstacles and only use range sensors
to obtain the information. We use standard kinematic equations for the robots with hard
constraints on the linear and angular velocities. There is no leader in the team, and the robots
apply a distributed control algorithm based on the local information they obtain from their
nearest neighbours. We take the advantage of using the consensus variables approach that
is a known rule in multi-agent systems. Also, an obstacle avoidance technique based on the
information from the range sensors is used. Indeed, we propose a new obstacle avoidance
method by which the robots maintain a given distance to the obstacles. We consider quite
general class of robot communication graphs which are not assumed to be time-invariant or
always connected. Furthermore, we present the algorithm of formation building with obstacle
avoidance with anonymous robots meaning that the robots do not know their final position
in the desired geometric configuration at the beginning; but, using a randomized algorithm,
they eventually reach a consensus on their positions. Mathematically rigorous proofs of the
proposed control algorithms are given, and the effectiveness of the algorithms are illustrated
via computer simulations.
1.8.1 Main Contribution Highlights
The main contributions of this report are summarized as follows:
• Three novel algorithms are proposed for search with multi-robot systems. The detailed
descriptions of the proposed algorithms are presented.
• The suggested algorithms use a triangular grid pattern, i.e., robots certainly go through
the vertices of a triangular grid during the search procedure. The main advantage of
using a triangular grid pattern is that it is asymptotically optimal in terms of the mini-
mum number of robots required for the complete coverage of an arbitrary bounded area.
Therefore, using the vertices of this triangular grid coverage, what is applied in this re-
port, guarantees complete search of all the region as well as better performance in terms
of search time.
• We use a new kind of topological map which robots make and share during the search
operation.
• We consider a region with an arbitrary shape that contains some obstacles; also, we
assume the area is unknown to the robots a priori.
• Unlike many existing heuristic methods, we give mathematically rigorous proofs of con-
vergence with probability 1 of the proposed algorithms.
• We present an extensive simulation study for the proposed algorithms using a powerful
simulator of real robots and environment. The results confirm the effectiveness and
applicability of the proposed algorithms.
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• To evaluate the performance of the algorithms, the experiment results with real Pioneer
3DX mobile robots are presented for one of the search algorithms with detailed descrip-
tions and explanations. The results demonstrate the features of the proposed algorithms
and their performance with real systems.
• We compare the proposed search algorithms with each other and also with three algo-
rithms from other researchers. The comparison shows the strength of our algorithms over
the other existing algorithms.
• The problem of formation building for a group of mobile robots is considered. A ro-
bust decentralized formation building with obstacle avoidance algorithm for a group of
mobile robots to move in a defined geometric configuration is proposed. Furthermore,
we consider a more complicated formation problem with a group of anonymous robots
where the robots are not aware of their position in the final configuration, and have to
reach a consensus during the formation process. We propose a randomized algorithm for
the anonymous robots which achieves the convergence to the desired configuration with
probability 1.
• We give mathematically rigorous proofs of convergence of the proposed algorithms for
formation building and also computer simulation results to confirm the performance and
applicability of our proposed solution.
• A novel obstacle avoidance rule is proposed which is used in the formation building
algorithms.
1.9 Report Outline
The remainder of this report is organised as follows:
In Chapter 2, we describe the problem statement, defining the search problem in details and
shedding some lights on terms, assumptions and definitions used in this report. Then, the first
stage of the proposed search algorithms is presented that is the consensus variables locating
algorithm by which the robots will be located on the vertices of a common triangular grid. A
mathematically proof for the presented algorithm is given as well as some simulation results.
Whenever all the robots are located on the vertices of a common triangular grid, the search
operation starts by moving the robots between the vertices of the common triangular grid. The
first method of search that we propose is the random triangular grid-based search algorithm
presented in Chapter 3. Using this algorithm, the robots randomly move through the vertices
of the common triangular grid during the search operation. Therefore, a complete search of
the whole area is guaranteed. We give a mathematically rigorous proof of convergence of the
presented algorithm as well as the computer simulation results to demonstrate that the algo-
rithm is effective and practicable. In a similar way, in Chapter 4, the semi-random triangular
grid-based search algorithm is presented along with a mathematically rigorous proof of the algo-
rithm and computer simulation results. In Chapter 5, the modified triangular grid-based search
algorithm is given, and a mathematically rigorous proof of the algorithm along with computer
simulation results are presented. In addition, the experiment results with Pioneer 3DX wheeled
mobile robots are presented to confirm the performance of our suggested algorithm. Finally, a
comparison between the proposed triangular grid-based search algorithms in Chapters 3, 4 and
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5 against three other algorithms are given. Chapter 6, describes a distributed motion coordina-
tion control algorithm so that the robots collectively move in a desired geometric pattern from
any initial position while avoiding the obstacles on their way. Also, a randomized algorithm
for the anonymous robots which achieves the convergence to the desired configuration is pre-
sented. Mathematically rigorous proofs of the proposed control algorithms are given, and the
effectiveness of the algorithms are confirmed via computer simulations. Chapter 7 summarizes
the work that is presented and discusses possible future research projects as an extension of
the presented work.
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Chapter 2
Consensus Variables Locating
Algorithm
Consensus problem in networks is a cooperative behavior used in many fields of studies such as
sensor networks, mobile communication systems, unmanned vehicles, distributed computing as
well as multi-robot systems. In the case of multi-robot systems, it means reaching a consensus
on an amount for one or more variables. For example, the robots communicate with each other
to agree on a specific value for their speed and direction. They share their information and also
exchange their calculations based on a rule called consensus algorithm [119].
In the next three chapters, we present some search algorithms regarding that an area is
explored by a team of mobile robots to explore the entire area or to find some targets. The
presented algorithms are grid-based search algorithms meaning that the robots certainly pass
through the vertices of a grid; a triangular grid in our algorithms. Therefore, for the first step,
all the robots must be located on a common triangular grid to start the exploring operation.
To accomplish that, we apply an algorithm based on consensus variables, by which the robots
eventually reach an agreement on a common triangular grid. Hence, they can be located on
some vertices of that grid and begin the search operation by moving through the vertices of the
grid.
In this chapter, the problem statement is described firstly, which defines the problem of
search in details. We also give some terms, assumptions and definitions used in this chapter and
Chapters 3, 4 and 5. Then, the first stage of the proposed search algorithms is presented that
is ”consensus variables locating algorithm” by which the robots will be located on the vertices
of a common triangular grid. A mathematically rigorous proof of the presented algorithm is
given as well as some simulation results.
2.1 Problem statement
Consider a planar and bounded area R. Also, consider a few number of obstacles O1,O2,. . .Om
inside the area R (see Fig. 2.1). The goal is to search the whole area by a few autonomous
mobile robots in order to find some targets. The number of targets may be known or unknown
to the robots. We use a distributed algorithm to drive the robots inside the search area as well
as avoiding the obstacles and borders. The algorithm is such that the robots follow a pattern to
search. The proposed pattern is a triangular grid so that the robots search the area by moving
through the vertices of that triangular grid. The grid consists of equilateral triangles with sides
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Figure 2.1: A triangular grid (dotted area) covers the search area
r. Fig. 2.2 shows this triangular grid that covers the searching area.
It is assumed that the robots are equipped with sensors to detect the targets, and these
sensors have a circular sensing area with radius rs. As shown in Fig. 2.2, the small circles of
radius rs with centers located on the vertices of the triangular grid are the sensing ranges of
the robots. It means that robot i can gather information of or detect a target if it is located in
a disk of center pi(k) with radius rs defined by Di,rs(k) := {p ∈ R2 : ‖p− pi(k)‖ ≤ rs}, where k
indicates discrete time instances; k = 0, 1, 2, . . ., pi(k) ∈ R2 denotes the Cartesian coordinates
of robot i at time k and ‖ · ‖ denotes the Euclidean norm. As demonstrated in Fig. 2.2,
to have an optimal search operation, the common areas of the robots’ sensing regions (small
circles) must be minimum. To achieve this goal, we assume r =
√
3rs. However, this is for an
ideal and optimal case but in practice where there is sensor noise and/or position uncertainty,
the triangles sides r can be chosen a little smaller than
√
3rs that reduces the possibility of
unexplored areas.
One of the main benefits of multi-robot systems is that robots share their information in
order to improve the strength of the search algorithm in terms of time and cost. The information
includes the position of robots, maps, explored areas and detected targets. We assume that the
robots share their information via a wireless communication so that a robot always sends new
information it obtains to the other robots and also listens to receive new information from them.
Due to the limited communication range of the robots, we assume rc as the communication
range that is the same for all the mobile robots. It means that a robot can only receive
information from the robots which are located not further than rc. Therefore, the range of
communication for a robot can be defined as the disk of Di,rc(k) := {p ∈ R2 : ‖p−pi(k)‖ ≤ rc}.
In Fig. 2.2, the big circle of radius rc is the communication range of robot A, meaning that
robot A can communicate with robot B but not with robot C. The multi-robot system under
consideration is an example of networked control systems in which coordinates and heading of
neighbouring robots can be estimated from distance based measurements using robust Kalman
state estimation and model validation techniques via limited communication with each robots
neighbours; see, e.g., [164–167].
Definition 2.1.1 Robot j is a neighbour of robot i at time k if it is located on the disk Di,rc(k).
So, N i(k) = {j : pj ∈ Di,rc(k), j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, j 6= i} is the set of all neighbours of robot i at
time k. Also, |N i(k)| denotes the number of its neighbours.
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Figure 2.2: Robots on vertices of a triangular grid; small circles are robots’ sensing ranges and
big circle is the communication range of robot A
It is essential for the robots in any search operation to make the map of the searching
area when it has not been available already to the robots. That helps the robots to keep the
information of the search operation in their memory for future use or to send it to a center
or to the other robots of the search team. The problem of mapping is a challenging problem
especially when there is a team of robots instead of only one robot. The main problem is
merging the maps which are made by different robots. It is much easier for robots to make
maps and merge them in the case that there is a central control station or when robots can use a
central positioning system like GPS. On the other hand, without a central positioning system,
robots have to make their map themselves in their own coordinate systems. Furthermore,
the information of maps needs lots of memory also processing of maps for merging is a time
consuming task. In such cases , i.e., distributed systems, it is useful to employ topological maps
instead of grid geometry maps that need a considerable amount of memory.
In this report, we take advantage of using a kind of topological map that robots make and
share among themselves. It is also assumed that the searching area is unknown to all the robots
a priori. Therefore, robots have to make the map of the area during the search operation.
To define the problem, we utilize definitions of [122]. Also, to clarify some terms in the rest
of this report, and to state our theoretical results, we introduce a number of assumptions and
definitions.
Assumption 2.1.1 The area R is bounded and connected; also, the obstacles On are non-
overlapping, closed, bounded, and linearly connected sets for any n ≥ 0.
Definition 2.1.2 Let O := ∪On for all n ≥ 0; then, introduce W := { p ∈ R: p /∈ O}.
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As mentioned before, the robots can detect borders of the area R and all the obstacles
therein. Accordingly, W is actually those points in the area R that the robots can go there
during the search operation. Also, our search procedure is so that robots go through vertices of
a triangular grid that covers this area and cuts the plane into equilateral triangles. A triangular
grid can be determined by its vertices; therefore, when we say a triangular grid, it means the
set of all the vertices of it. It is obvious that there exists an infinite number of triangular grids.
Definition 2.1.3 Consider T , one of the all possible triangle grids that covers the area R.
Tˆ := T ∩W is called a triangular grid set in W (see Fig. 2.1).
Simply, Tˆ is the set of all vertices of the covering triangular grid which robots must visit during
the search operation. Since we use topological maps, Tˆ is actually the map of W .
Definition 2.1.4 A set consisting of all the vertices of a triangular grid in an area is called a
map of that area.
In fact, what the robots actually save in their memory as maps, are the coordinates of the
vertices. A robot can also put some tags on these vertices to assign some attributes like visited,
unvisited, occupied, etc. The robots share their maps with their neighbours too.
The relationships between robots can be defined by an undirected graph G(k). We assume
that any robot of the multi-robot team is a node of the graph G(k) at time k, i.e., i in
VG = {1, 2, . . . , n} , the node set of G(k), is related to robot i. In addition, robot i is a
neighbour of robot j at time k if and only if there is an edge between the nodes i and j of
graph G(k) where i 6= j. Therefore, the problem of communication among the team of robots
equals the problem of the connectivity of the related graph. It is undeniable that it does not
need for robot i to be the neighbour of robot j to get the information from it. The information
can be transferred through the other robots which connect these robots in the related graph.
Fig. 2.2 shows this condition in which robot A cannot directly communicate with robot C but
can do it through robot B. To guarantee the connectivity of the graph, we accept the following
assumption [115].
Assumption 2.1.2 There exists an infinite sequence of contiguous, non-empty, bounded, time-
intervals [kj, kj+1), j = 0, 1, 2, . . ., starting at k0 = 0, such that across each [kj, kj+1), the union
of the collection {G(k) : k ∈ [kj, kj+1)} is a connected graph.
Since the main goal of the proposed algorithm is to search an area in such a way that
robots certainly go through the vertices of a triangular grid, firstly, robots have to be located
on some vertices of that grid. Thus, we divide our algorithm into two stages. In the first stage,
robots make a common triangular grid in order to be finally located on some vertices of it. To
achieve this goal, we apply consensus variables method which is a known distributed method
for multi-robot systems [117]. In the second stage, robots start to search the area based on
moving between the vertices of the created grid which is common among all the members of the
team. In this chapter, we introduce the first stage of our search algorithms named consensus
variables locating algorithm. Then, we propose three different algorithms for the second stage
of our algorithms in Chapters 3, 4 and 5.
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2.2 Consensus Variables Locating Algorithm
We propose some two-stage search algorithms so that in the first stage, using a consensus
variables rule, robots make a triangular grid that is common among all the members of the
team [122]. In the beginning, robots are located anywhere in the area W . Each robot can
assign its position and heading angle respect to its own coordinate system. The center of a
robot at the starting point is assumed to be the origin of its coordinate system, and its heading
vector as the x-axis. To define a unique triangular grid with equilateral triangles in a plane,
we only need a point and an angle. Thus, the point q which is any vertex of the grid together
with the angle θ that is the angle of the grid, uniquely defines the triangular grid Tˆ [q, θ] that
covers the area W (see Fig. 2.1). We consider that at the beginning, the triangular grid that a
robot makes for itself at each vertex, is based on the position and heading of the robot that are
q and θ, respectively. Accordingly, each robot has its own grid that is different from the other
robots’ grids. To combine these different grids to a unique grid which will be common among
all robots, we apply the consensus variables approach.
We assume that at any time k, robot i has two consensus variables; qi(k) and θi(k) on which
it builds its triangular grid Tˆ [qi(k), θi(k)]. At first, these consensus variables are not the same
for different robots, so their triangular grids are not the same as well. Using the proposed
algorithm will bring the consensus variables qi(k) and θi(k) from different values of qi(0) and
θi(0) to the same values of q0 and θ0 for all the robots. That is, a common triangular grid for
all the members of the team is built based on q0 and θ0 which are the same for all.
Assumption 2.2.1 The initial values of the consensus variables θi satisfy θi(0) ∈ [0, pi) for
all i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
Definition 2.2.1 Consider p be a point on the plane; also, q and θ are a vertex and an angle
that build the triangular grid Tˆ [q, θ]; then, C[q, θ](p) will be the closest vertex of Tˆ [q, θ] to p.
If there is more than one vertex, any of them can be chosen.
Now, we propose the following rules as the consensus variables locating algorithm:
θi(k + 1) =
θi(k) + Σj∈Ni(k)θj(k)
1 + |Ni(k)| ;
qi(k + 1) =
qi(k) + Σj∈Ni(k)qj(k)
1 + |Ni(k)| (2.1)
pi(k + 1) = C[qi(k), θi(k)](pi(k)) (2.2)
The rule (2.1) causes that the robots reach consensus on heading using θi and gain consensus
on phase shift using qi. Based on q and θ calculated by each robot using rule (2.1), a robot
makes a triangular grid for itself, which is used in rule (2.2). Fig. 2.3 illustrates the rule (2.1).
Suppose that there are four robots in the environment. At time k, robots R2 and R3 are
located in the communication range of robot R1 but robot R4 is out of the range. Therefore,
only robots R2 and R3 are the neighbours of robot R1. As a result, robot R1 updates variable
θ1 using the information from R2 and R3, i.e., θ1(k + 1) will be the average of θ1, θ2 and θ3 at
time k (see Fig. 2.3(a)). In a similar way, the variable q is updated as shown in Fig. 2.3(b).
Rule (2.2) means that whenever a robot makes its triangular grid, it will move to the nearest
vertex on it. Fig. 2.4 demonstrates this stage in which robot i located at pi(k) at time k, makes
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Figure 2.3: Updating consensus variables θ and q using the information from the neighbours
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the triangular grid Tˆ [q, θ] using θi(k) and qi(k). Then, it moves to the nearest vertex of the
grid, which will be the position of robot i at time k + 1, i.e., pi(k + 1). Since rule (2.1) brings
the same q and θ for all the robots, they eventually will build a common triangular grid, and
they all will be located on its vertices.
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Figure 2.4: A robot moves to the nearest vertex of its triangular grid
Remark 2.2.1 The robots initially do not have a common coordinate system; otherwise, the
consensus building problem would be trivial. Therefore, each robot has consensus variables θi(k)
and qi(k) in its own coordinate system. However, each robot knows the bearing and the distance
to each of its neighbouring robots. Using this information, at any time instance k, robot i sends
to a neighbouring robot j the consensus variables θi(k) and qi(k) re-calculated in the coordinate
system with the line (pi, pj) as the x-axis, pj as the origin, and the angle θi(k) is measured from
this axis in counter-clockwise direction. Using this information, each robot can re-calculate the
sums (2.1) at each time step in its own coordinate system [122].
Theorem 2.2.1 Suppose that Assumptions 2.1.1, 2.1.2 and 2.2.1 hold, and the mobile robots
move according to the distributed control law (2.1), (2.2). Then, there exists a triangular grid
set Tˆ such that for any i = 1, 2, . . . , n, there exists a τ ∈ Tˆ such that lim
k→∞
pj(k) = τ .
Proof of Theorem 2.2.1: Assumption 2.1.1 and the update rule (2.1) guarantee that
there exist a θ0 and q0 such that
θi(k)→ θ0, qi(k)→ q0 ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , n (2.3)
(see [115]). Furthermore, the update rule (2.2) guarantees that pi(k + 1) ∈ Tˆ [qi(k), θi(k)].
Therefore, this and (2.3) guarantee that lim
k→∞
pi(k) = τ where τ ∈ Tˆ [q0, θ0]. This completes
the proof of Theorem 2.2.1. 
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2.3 Simulation Results
To verify the suggested algorithm, computer simulations are employed. The regionW is consid-
ered to be searched by a few robots (see Fig. 2.1). We suppose a multi-robot team with three
robots which are randomly located in the region W with random initial values of angles. The
goal is locating the robots on the vertices of a triangular grid by applying algorithm (2.1),(2.2).
Table 2.1: Simulation Parameters
Linear speed (default) 0.4 m/s
Linear speed (Maximum) 0.4 m/s
Angular speed (default) 1.3 radian/s
Angular speed (Maximum) 1.74 radian/s
Linear acceleration 0.3 m/s2
Angular acceleration 1.74 radian/s2
Linear deceleration 0.3 m/s2
Angular deceleration 1.74 radian/s2
Localization
Localization method Odometry
Localization origin [0 0 0] x, y, θ
Odometry error [ 0.0075 0.0075 0.0075 ]
Slip in x, y and θ (Uniform random distribution),
proportional to velocity
Sonar
Number of sonars 16
Minimum view 0.1 meter
Maximum view 5 meter
Field of view 30 degree
Noise 0.0005 meter
Position (x, y θ)
0.069, 0.136, 90
m,m, degree
0.114, 0.119, 50
0.148, 0.078, 30
0.166, 0.027, 10
0.166, -0.027, -10
0.148, -0.078, -30
0.114, -0.119, -50
0.069, -0.136, -90
-0.157, -0.136, -90
-0.203 -0.119 -130
-0.237, -0.078, -150
-0.255, -0.027, -170
-0.255, 0.027, 170
-0.237, 0.078, 150
-0.203, 0.119, 130
-0.157, 0.136, 90
To simulate the algorithm, MobileSime, a simulator of mobile robots developed by Adept
MobileRobots, is used. We also use Visual C++ for programming and ARIA, a C++ library
that provides an interface and framework for controlling the robots. In addition, Pioneer 3DX
is selected as type of the robots, and simulation parameters are given in Table 2.1. To prevent
collisions between the robots and to avoid the obstacles and borders, an obstacle avoidance
algorithm is applied using functions provided in ARIA library. Furthermore, to avoid hitting
and sticking to the borders, we assume a margin near the borders such that the robots do not
pass it.
The simulation results are shown in Fig. 2.5. Fig. 2.5(a) displays the initial position of the
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.5: Robots’ locations; (a) Initial locations of robots, (b) After applying the consensus
variables locating algorithm
robots at k = 0, which are randomly distributed in the area. Applying algorithm (2.1),(2.2)
will result in locating the robots on the vertices of a common triangular grid. Routes of the
robots and their final position depicted in Fig. 2.5(b) shows that they are eventually located
at the desired places; on the vertices of a common triangular grid, at time 1m47s.
2.4 Summary
In this chapter, the problem of searching an area by a team of mobile robots using grid-based
algorithms has been presented. Some terms, definitions and assumptions have been defined
that are used in the proposed algorithms. It has been confirmed that for a grid-based search,
the robots must be located on the vertices of a common grid, first. That is a consensus rule
named consensus variables locating algorithm has been employed as the first stage of the search
algorithms, which locates the robots on the vertices of a common grid among all the robots; a
triangular grid in our proposed algorithm. A mathematically rigorous proof of convergence of
the presented algorithm has been demonstrated. Furthermore, the computer simulation results
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using MobileSim, a powerful simulator of real robots and environment, have been presented
to confirm that the algorithm is effective and practicable. In the next three chapters, three
grid-based search algorithms will be proposed. The locating algorithm presented in this chapter
will be employed as the first stage of those algorithms.
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Chapter 3
Random Triangular Grid-Based Search
Algorithm
As described in Chapter 2, applying consensus variables locating algorithm as the first stage
of a search algorithm, locates all the robots on the vertices of a common triangular grid. After
that, the search operation is started by moving the robots between the vertices of the common
triangular grid. The first method that we apply for search is ”random triangular grid-based
search algorithm”. By this method, the robots randomly move between the vertices of the
common triangular grid so that in each step they only move to the one of the six neighbouring
vertices. A mathematically rigorous proof of convergence with probability 1 of the algorithm
is given. Moreover, our algorithm is implemented and simulated using a simulator of the real
robots and environment. The other methods will be presented in Chapters 4 and 5.
3.1 Distributed Random Search Algorithm
In order to search an area by a team of mobile robots using the vertices of a grid as the exploring
points, we need to locate the searching mobile robots on the vertices of a common grid among
the robots. Consensus variables locating algorithm (described in Chapter 2) can be the first
stage of the suggested search algorithm, which locates all the robots on the vertices of a common
triangular grid Tˆ (see Fig. 2.1). The next step will be search of the area W based on moving
the robots between the vertices of the covering grid of the area. In this chapter, we propose
a random triangular grid-based search algorithm. Suppose a robot located on a vertex of the
common triangular grid. Consequently, it can explore the surrounding area using its sensors,
and that depends on the sensing range of its sensors. After exploring that area, the robot moves
to another point which can be one of the six neighbouring vertices in the triangular grid. As
the first method, we suppose that selecting the neighbouring vertex is random. In this regard,
there are a few scenarios can be considered to search the area. The first scenario is exploring the
whole area which can be applicable when the robots are searching for an undetermined number
of targets. Therefore, to detect all possible targets, the team of robots must search the whole
area. Patrolling of the area is the other application for this scenario where the robots should
move continuously to detect the possible intruders to the area. In the case of given number of
targets which is our second scenario, the search operation should be stopped whenever all the
targets are detected without searching the whole area.
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3.1.1 Searching the Whole Area
To make sure that the whole area is explored by the team of the robots, each vertex in the
triangular covering grid set of the areaW must be visited at least one time by a member of the
team. Consider Tˆ is a triangular covering grid ofW , and also each vertex of Tˆ has been visited
at least one time by a robot of the team. This guarantees that the areaW has completely been
explored by the multi-robot team. Since the robots do not have any map at the beginning,
they need to do map making during the search operation so that their maps will gradually be
completed.
Definition 3.1.1 Let Tˆi(k) be the set of all the vertices of Tˆ have been detected by robot i at
time k. Then, Tˆ (k) = ⋃ Tˆi(k) will be the map of the area W detected by the team of the robots
until time k.
Note that a detected vertex is different from an explored vertex. These terms are defined in
detail in the following definitions.
Definition 3.1.2 A detected vertex means that vertex is detected by a robot using map making,
and it is in the map of that robot though it might be visited or not by the robots.
Definition 3.1.3 An explored vertex is a vertex that is visited by, at least, one member of the
team.
Definition 3.1.4 The map of robot i at time k, Mi(k), is the set of the vertices in Tˆ detected
by robot i itself or received from other robots by which they are detected until time k.
Definition 3.1.5 Suppose a Boolean variable Vτ (k) which defines the state of vertex τ ∈ Tˆ (k)
at time k. Vτ (k) = 1 if the vertex τ has already been visited by, at least, one of the robots,
otherwise Vτ (k) = 0.
Assumption 3.1.1 The triangular grid set Tˆi(k); k = 0, 1, ... is a connected set. That means
that if τ ∈ Tˆi(k), then, at least, one of the six nearest neighbours of τ also belongs to Tˆi(k).
Let ℵ(pi(k)) be a set containing all the closest vertices to pi(k) on the triangular grid Tˆ (k);
also, consider |ℵ(pi(k))| as the number of elements in ℵ(pi(k)). It is clear that 1 ≤ |ℵ(pi(k))| ≤ 6.
In addition, assume ν be a randomly opted element of ℵ(pi(k)).
Consider at time k robot i is located at point pi(k), and it wants to go to the next vertex.
The following rule is proposed as the random triangular grid-based search algorithm:
pi(k + 1) =
{
ν if |Mˆi(k)| 6= 0 with probability 1|ℵ(pi(k))|
pi(k) if |Mˆi(k)| = 0
(3.1)
where Mˆi(k) = {m ∈ Mi(k);Vm(k) = 0} is the set of all elements of Mi(k) have not been
visited before, and |Mˆi(k)| denotes the number of elements in Mˆi(k).
Applying the rule (3.1) ensures that the area Tˆ is completely explored and every vertex of
it is visited at least one time by a robot of the team.
Theorem 3.1.1 Suppose that all assumptions hold, and the mobile robots move according to
the distributed control law (3.1). Then, for any number of robots, with probability 1 there exists
a time k0 ≥ 0 such that Vτ (k0) = 1; ∀τ ∈ Tˆ .
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Proof of Theorem 3.1.1: The algorithm 3.1 defines an absorbing Markov chain which
contains many transient states and a number of absorbing states that are impossible to leave.
Transient states are all the vertices of the triangular grid Tˆ which have been visited by the
robots during the search procedure. On the other hand, absorbing states are the vertices where
the robots stop at the end of the search operation. Using the algorithm 3.1, a robot goes to
the vertices where may have not been visited yet. Therefore, the number of transient states
will eventually decrease. This continues until the number of the robots is equal to the number
of unvisited vertices which will be the absorbing states. It is also clear that these absorbing
states can be reached from any initial states, with a non-zero probability. This implies that
with probability 1, one of the absorbing states will be reached. This completes the proof of
Theorem 3.1.1. 
In Fig. 3.1, the flowchart of the proposed algorithm is presented that shows how our
decision-making approach is implemented. At the first step, robots start making their maps
using their sonar. Each robot, based on the vertex on which it is located, assumes some
probable neighbouring vertices on the common triangular grid. The number of these probable
neighbouring vertices and their distance to the robot depend on the robot’s sonar range. Then,
the robot uses the sonar to detect its surrounding environment including borders and obstacles.
If any of those probable neighbouring vertices is located outside the borders or blocked by an
obstacle, it will be ignored. The rest of those probable neighbouring vertices will be added
to the map of the robot. This step is repeated every time that the robot occupies a vertex.
In order to avoid sticking in borders or obstacles, we consider a margin near the borders and
obstacles that depends on the size of the robot. If a vertex on the map is closer to the borders
or obstacles less than the margin, it will be eliminated from the robot’s map.
Whenever a robot makes any changes to its map, it sends the new map to the other robots by
transmitting packets. On the other side, whenever a robot receives a packet of data, it extracts
the new vertices from the received map and adds them to its map. Since the communication
range of the robots is limited, if two robots are far from each other, they cannot directly
communicate but can do it via other robots. In other words, since there is a connected network
of robots, each robot has the role of a hub in the network in order to share the maps among
the robots. Therefore, all the robots that are connected and make a network have a common
map. In the second phase of the algorithm when the robots have a common triangular grid
map, a robot can go far from the other robots and be disconnected from the team for a while.
In this case, sharing maps between disconnected robot and the others is paused until the robot
returns back to the communication range of the team again.
In the next step, each robot randomly chooses one of the nearest neighbouring vertices in
the map and goes there. Since we assume that the map of a robot is a connected set, there
exists always at least one neighbouring vertex, and at most six vertices. If the robot reaches the
target vertex, it marks that vertex as an explored vertex in its map and sends it to the other
neighbouring robots as well. However, because of some practical issues, maybe it is impossible
to reach the target vertex at a limited time or even maybe the target vertex is fake that has
been wrongly created during mapping. To avoid such problems, we include a factor of time.
Since the robot knows its location and the location of the target, it can estimate the time
needed to achieve the goal based on the distance to the target and velocity of the robot. Here,
we consider the parameter ET as the expected time to reach the target, that is a factor of the
estimated time. This coefficient that has a value greater than one, actually reflects the effects
of a non-straight route because of the shape of the search area and also existing obstacles or
other robots on the robot’s path. If the travelling time were more than ET, the robot would
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Figure 3.1: The flowchart of the suggested algorithm; searching the whole area
ignore that target vertex, delete it from its map, and send the updated map to the other robots.
Since the area has borders and obstacles, the robots should avoid them while they are
searching for the targets. That is why we have to use an obstacle avoidance in our algorithm.
In addition, because of practical problems such as sonar and encoders accuracy and slipping
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of the robots, there might be the difference between the actual position of a robot and the
coordinates of the vertices stored in its map. Therefore, if a robot is closer to a target vertex
than a specified distance, we consider the goal has been achieved.
3.1.2 Searching for Targets
When the robots are looking for some targets in the area, they should continue the search
operation till all the targets are detected. If the number of the targets is not specified, they
have to search the entire area like what described in Section 3.1.1. When robots know the
number of the targets, they do not need to explore the entire area but until all the targets are
detected. Suppose T = {T1,T2, . . . ,Tnt} be the set of nt static targets should be detected by
the robots. As it was stated before, we assume the robots equipped with sensors by which the
targets can be detected whenever they are close enough to the robots. The distance by which
the robots must be close to the targets to be able to detect them is the sensing range of the
robots (rs).
Definition 3.1.6 Suppose a Boolean variable VTj(k) which defines the state of target Tj at
time k. VTj(k) = 1 if the target Tj has been detected by at least one of the robots, otherwise
Tj(k) = 0.
Then, we modify the rule (3.1) as the following rule to ensure that the search operation
stops after finding all the targets.
pi(k + 1) =
{
ν if ∃Tj ∈ T;VTj(k) = 0
pi(k) if ∀Tj ∈ T;VTj(k) = 1
(3.2)
Theorem 3.1.2 Suppose that all assumptions hold, and the mobile robots move according to
distributed control law (3.2). Then, for any number of robots and any number of targets, with
probability 1 there exists a time k0 ≥ 0 such that ∀j ; VTj(k0) = 1.
Proof of Theorem 3.1.2: Proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1.1.
The flowchart in Fig. 3.1 can also be used to describe this operation. Fig. 3.2 depicts the
procedure we use to implement this algorithm. Most procedures are the same as the previous
one; therefore, we ignore their description. We only need to change the condition that stops
the operation in the algorithm. The operation will be stopped if all the targets are detected.
Also, the robots send the information about the detected targets to the other members of the
team.
3.1.3 Patrolling
The above algorithms are appropriate for the cases when the robots should break the search
operation; for instance, when the aim is finding some predetermined objects or labeling some
vertices of a grid. In cases where a permanent search is needed; for example, in applications
such as continuously patrolling or surveying a region, the algorithm should be modified such
that the search procedure maintains. To achieve that, we modify control law 3.1 as follows:
pi(k + 1) = ν with probability
1
|ℵ(pi(k))| ; (3.3)
hence, the robots do not stop and continuously move between the vertices of the grid.
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Figure 3.2: The flowchart of the suggested algorithm; searching for targets
3.1.4 Robots’ Motion
To have a more real estimation of time that the robots spend to search an area to detect
the targets, we apply motion dynamics in our simulations. Besides, since the environment is
unknown to the team, it is essential to use an obstacle avoidance in the low-level control of
the robots. As a result, we use a method of reactive potential field control in order to avoid
obstacles [168].
3.2 Simulation Results
To verify the suggested algorithm, computer simulations are employed. The region W is con-
sidered to be searched by a few robots (see Fig. 2.1). We suppose a multi-robot team consisting
some mobile robots which are randomly located in the region W with random initial values
of angles. The goal is to search the whole area or to find some targets by the robots using
proposed random triangular grid-based search algorithm.
To simulate the algorithm, MobileSime, a simulator of mobile robots developed by Adept
MobileRobots, is used. We also use Visual C++ for programming and ARIA, a C++ library
that provides an interface and framework for controlling the robots. In addition, Pioneer 3DX
is selected as the type of the robots. Robots’ parameters in the simulations are given in Table
2.1. Since this simulator simulates the real robots along with all conditions of a real world,
the results of the simulations would be obtained in the real world experiments with the real
robots indeed. Furthermore, to prevent collisions between robots and to avoid the obstacles and
borders, an obstacle avoidance algorithm is applied using functions provided in ARIA library.
Moreover, to avoid hitting and sticking to the borders, we assume a margin near the borders
such that the robots do not pass it.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.3: Robots’ trajectories after applying the second stage of the algorithm; (a) After
2m19s, (b) After 7m38s, (c) After 16m50s, (d) After 29m44s
3.2.1 Searching the Whole Area
As mentioned in Chapter 2, a two-stage algorithm is used to achieve the goal. First, the rule
(2.1),(2.2) is applied which uses consensus variables in order to drive the robots to the vertices
of a common triangular grid. In Fig. 3.3(a), the beginning of the robots’ trajectories are the
position of the robots after applying the first stage of the search algorithm, i.e., rule (2.1),(2.2)
(see Fig. 2.5).
The second stage of the algorithm, i.e., the algorithm 3.1, is applied whenever the first stage
is completed. Fig. 3.3 demonstrates the result of applying algorithm 3.1 on a team of three
robots. As seen in Fig. 3.3, the robots go through the vertices of the common triangular grid
based on the proposed algorithm until the whole area is explored by the robots. Fig. 3.3(a),
Fig. 3.3(b) and Fig. 3.3(c) display the trajectories of the robots at times 2m19s, 7m38s and
16m50s after applying algorithm 3.1, respectively. Fig. 3.3(d) shows trajectories of the robots
at time 29m44s when the search operation has been completed. It is obvious that the area W
is completely explored by the robots such that each vertex of the covering triangular grid is
occupied at least one time by the robots. In this case study, we assume that the sides of the
equilateral triangles are 2 meter (sensing range of the robots is 2√
3
m) and the communication
range between the robots is 10 meter. The area of the region W is about 528 m2.
Although any number of robots can be used to search the whole area, it is evident that more
robots complete the operation in a shorter time. However, more number of robots certainly
increases the cost of the operation. The question is, how many robots should be used in order
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to optimize both the time and cost. It seems, that is somehow dependent on the shape of the
region and the obstacles and also the sides of the triangles. In order to have a better view
of a relation between the number of robots and the search duration, twenty simulations with
different number of robots have been done. We consider teams consisting of one to fifteen
robots. Then, minimum, maximum, average and standard deviation are calculated for the
search duration of each team. Table 3.1 displays the results of these simulations that are also
depicted in Fig. 3.4.
Table 3.1: Duration of search
No of Robots 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Min 74.16 40.42 27.86 21.21 16.43 16.85 15.15 15.91 14.51 12.47 11.71 10.11 10.35 12.51 11.44
Max 108.64 69.13 43.68 35.59 31.43 28.48 24.27 24.80 23.08 23.17 22.52 22.50 19.40 19.15 17.93
Average 87.88 52.09 36.43 30.51 25.56 21.35 19.54 19.69 18.94 17.52 16.44 16.23 15.14 15.52 14.64
STD 9.67 7.83 4.17 4.18 3.74 2.73 2.51 2.52 2.22 3.17 2.36 2.89 2.06 1.95 1.94
Figure 3.4: Duration of Search Vs. Number of Robots
As depicted in this figure, the search time decreases by increasing the number of robots. It
is noticeable that after increasing the number of robots to a specific number, the search dura-
tion almost remains constant. Indeed, increasing the number of robots increases the probable
collision between robots during the operation. Consequently, robots have to turn each other
to avoid the collision, and that is the main reason which increases the search time. There-
fore, increasing the number of robots more than a specific value (seven robots in this case)
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 3.5: Robots’ trajectories in the case of searching for three targets. (a) One robot detects
three targets in 52m25s, (b) Two robots detect the targets in 24m4s, (c) Three robots detect
targets in 14m44s, (d) Four robots detect the targets in 14m57s, (e) Five robots detect the
targets in 8m27s and (f) Six robots detect the targets in 8m15s.
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will be ineffectual in terms of time and should be avoided to save cost. As obvious from Fig.
3.4, increasing the number of robots more than seven improves the search time less than five
minutes.
3.2.2 Searching for Targets
To demonstrate that how the algorithm works in the case of search for a given number of
targets, we consider an area the same as in section 3.2.1 with three targets therein. The
targets, shown by green disks in Fig. 3.5, are located in different parts of the area. We evaluate
the presented algorithm to figure out how the robots can find the targets using multi-robot
teams with different number of robots. As depicted in Fig. 3.5, the results of simulation by
the teams consisting of one to six robots have been presented. A target is assumed detected
whenever it lies in the sensing range of a robot of the team. If there is just one robot in the
team, all the targets should be detected by that robot; thus, it will take longer time in compare
with the cases that there are more robots in the team.
As shown in Fig. 3.5(a), a robot searches for three targets using the presented search
algorithm and they all have been detected after 52m25s. Fig. 3.5(b) shows the same case with
two robots in the team so that a robot has detected one target and the other one has detected
two other targets in 24m4s. It should be mentioned that in Fig. 3.5, only the paths of the
robots after making consensus have been displayed. In Fig. 3.5(c), three robots search for three
targets and each robot finds one of them in 14m44s. As shown in that figure, when a robot
detects a target, it continues the search operation until all targets are detected by the team.
Fig. 3.5(d)-(f) show the search operation using 4-6 robots, respectively.
What is very noticeable in this case is that it is expected decreasing the time of detecting
the targets by increasing the number of robots while it has not occurred in some instances. For
example, when the number of robots has been increased form three to four, the time of detecting
the targets has been increased form 14m44s to 14m57s. To explain why this happens, we should
consider the fact that the time needed to detect the targets depends on many parameters not
only on the number of robots. The shape of the area and obstacles therein, the initial position
of the robots in the area and also the relative distance of the robots and targets are significant
parameters that affect the time of search. The other serious parameter must be considered, is
the nature of the search algorithm that is random. That is we might have different paths for
the same cases.
To discover more about how the number of robots affects on the search duration, we do
more simulations for each case. For example, Fig. 3.6 shows the paths of the robots in the
case that three robots are looking for three targets similar to the previous instance. It shows
that we have different paths thus different search durations. While in the first simulation, the
targets are detected in 14m44s, it takes 13m41 in the second and 19m11s in the third one which
is much more than the first one. Fig. 3.7 shows the results of three different simulations using
five robots. As depicted in that figure, the period of search for these simulations are 8m27s,
11m46s and 14m21s. Comparing to the case with three robots, it is obvious that the differences
between periods of search in this case are less than the case of the team with three robots.
That is an expected result because more robots means more coverage of the search area; hence,
the chance of detecting targets increases.
In order to have a better view of the relation between the number of robots and the search
duration, twenty simulations with different number of robots have been done. We consider
teams consisting of one to ten robots. Then, minimum, maximum and average of search
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(a) Targets are detected in 14m44s (b) Targets are detected in 13m41s
(c) Targets are detected in 19m11s
Figure 3.6: Robots’ trajectories in the case of searching for three targets by three robots.
Table 3.2: Time of detecting targets
No of Robots 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Min 39.13 19.14 13.74 11.21 7.97 5.62 5.38 6.23 5.41 5.04
Max 76.38 42.67 25.87 20.49 14.35 12.87 11.97 10.95 10.67 9.83
Average 55.72 29.97 19.86 15.23 11.79 9.31 8.83 8.67 8.26 7.01
STD 9.29 5.64 3.63 2.50 1.79 1.84 1.72 1.13 1.43 1.26
duration for simulations with each team as well as their standard deviation are calculated.
Table 3.2 displays the results of these simulations that are also depicted in Fig. 3.8. The
results show that although the average of search duration to detect the targets decreases by
increasing the number of robots, the standard deviation of the team with less number of robots
is significantly high. Simply, the number of robots should be proportional to the search area
to have an adequate chance to detect targets in an acceptable time.
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(a) Targets are detected in 8m27s (b) Targets are detected in 11m46s
(c) Targets are detected in 14m21s
Figure 3.7: Robots’ trajectories in the case of searching for three targets by five robots.
3.3 Summary
In this chapter, we have developed a distributed control algorithm, namely, random triangular
grid-based search algorithm, to drive a multi-robot team to explore an unknown area. We
have used a triangular grid pattern and a two-stage random search algorithm for the con-
trol law so that the robots randomly move through the vertices of the triangular grid during
the search operation. Therefore, a complete search of the whole area has been guaranteed.
A mathematically rigorous proof of convergence of the presented algorithm has been demon-
strated. Furthermore, the computer simulation results using MobileSim, a powerful simulator
of real robots and environment, have been presented to show that the algorithm is effective and
practicable.
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Figure 3.8: Time of target detection Vs. Number of robots
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Chapter 4
Semi-Random Triangular Grid-Based
Search Algorithm
In Chapter 3, the random triangular grid-based search algorithm was presented. In that
method, the robots randomly move between the vertices of a triangular grid so that in each step
they only move to the one of the closest neighbouring vertices. In a similar way, we present the
second method of search, namely, ”semi-random triangular grid-based search algorithm” in this
chapter. By this method, the robots still randomly move between the vertices of a triangular
grid so that in each step they move to the one of the closest neighbouring vertices, but only to
those vertices which have not been visited by the robots yet. If all the neighbouring vertices
have already been visited, one of them will randomly be selected. A mathematically rigorous
proof of convergence with probability 1 of the algorithm is given. Moreover, our algorithm is
implemented and simulated using a simulator of the real robots and environment. The third
method of search will be presented in the next chapter.
4.1 Distributed Semi-Random Search Algorithm
To search an area by a team of mobile robots using the vertices of a grid as the exploring
points, we need to locate the searching mobile robots on the vertices of a common grid among
the robots. Consensus variables locating algorithm (described in Chapter 2) can be the first
stage of the suggested search algorithm, which locates all the robots on the vertices of a common
triangular grid Tˆ (see Fig. 2.1). The next step will be search of the area W based on moving
the robots between the vertices of the covering grid of the area. In this chapter, we propose
a semi-random triangular grid-based search algorithm. Suppose a robot located on a vertex
of the common triangular grid. Consequently, it can explore the surrounding area using its
sensors, and that depends on the sensing range of its sensors. After exploring that area, the
robot moves to another point which can be one of the six neighbouring vertices in the triangular
grid. As the second method, we suppose that selecting the neighbouring vertex is random but
from those neighbouring vertices which have not been visited yet by any of the robots. If all
the neighbouring vertices have been visited already, then on of them will be randomly selected.
In this regard, there are a few scenarios can be considered to search the area. The first scenario
is exploring the whole area which can be applicable when the robots are searching for an
undetermined number of targets. Therefore, to detect all possible targets, the team of robots
must search the whole area. Patrolling of the area is the other application for this scenario
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where the robots should move continuously to detect the possible intruders to the area. In the
case of given number of targets which is our second scenario, the search operation should be
stopped whenever all the targets are detected without searching the whole area,.
4.1.1 Searching the Whole Area
To make sure that the whole area is explored by the team of the robots, each vertex in the
triangular covering grid set of the areaW must be visited at least one time by a member of the
team. Consider Tˆ is a triangular covering grid ofW , and also each vertex of Tˆ has been visited
at least one time by a robot of the team. This guarantees that the areaW has completely been
explored by the multi-robot team. Since the robots do not have any map at the beginning,
they need to do map making during the search operation so that their maps will gradually be
completed.
Definition 4.1.1 Let Tˆi(k) be as the set of all the vertices of Tˆ have been detected by robot i
at time k. Then, Tˆ (k) = ⋃ Tˆi(k) will be the map of the area W detected by the team of the
robots until time k.
Note that a detected vertex is different from an explored vertex. These terms are defined in
detail in the following definitions.
Definition 4.1.2 A detected vertex means that vertex is detected by a robot using map making,
and it is in the map of that robot though it might be visited or not by the robots.
Definition 4.1.3 An explored vertex is a vertex that is visited by, at least, one member of the
team.
Definition 4.1.4 The map of robot i at time k, Mi(k), is the set of the vertices in Tˆ detected
by robot i itself or received from other robots by which they are detected until time k.
Definition 4.1.5 Suppose a Boolean variable Vτ (k) which defines the state of vertex τ ∈ Tˆ (k)
at time k. Vτ (k) = 1 if the vertex τ has already been visited by, at least, one of the robots,
otherwise Vτ (k) = 0.
Assumption 4.1.1 The triangular grid set Tˆi(k); k = 0, 1, ... is connected. That means if
τ ∈ Tˆi(k), then, at least, one of the six nearest neighbours of τ also belongs to Tˆi(k).
Let ℵ(pi(k)) be a set containing all the closest vertices to pi(k) on the triangular grid Tˆ (k);
also, consider |ℵ(pi(k))| as the number of elements in ℵ(pi(k)). It is clear that 1 ≤ |ℵ(pi(k))| ≤ 6.
In addition, assume ν be a randomly opted element of ℵ(pi(k)). Moreover, Let ℵˆ(pi(k)) be a
set containing all the closest vertices to pi(k) on the triangular grid Tˆ (k) which have not been
visited yet also consider |ℵˆ(pi(k))| as the number of elements in ℵˆ(pi(k)). It is clear that
1 ≤ |ℵˆ(pi(k))| ≤ 6. Furthermore, assume νˆ be a randomly opted element of ℵˆ(pi(k)).
Consider at time k robot i is located at point pi(k), and it wants to go to the next vertex.
The following rule is proposed as the semi-random triangular grid-based search algorithm:
pi(k + 1) =

νˆ if |Mˆi(k)| 6= 0 & |ℵˆ(pi(k))| 6= 0 with probability 1|ℵˆ(pi(k))|
ν if |Mˆi(k)| 6= 0 & |ℵˆ(pi(k))| = 0 with probability 1|ℵ(pi(k))|
pi(k) if |Mˆi(k)| = 0
(4.1)
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where Mˆi(k) = {m ∈ Mi(k);Vm(k) = 0} is the set of all elements of Mi(k) have not been
visited before, and |Mˆi(k)| denotes the number of elements in Mˆi(k).
Applying the rule (4.1) ensures that the area Tˆ is completely explored, and every vertex of
it is visited at least one time by a robot of the team.
Theorem 4.1.1 Suppose that all assumptions hold, and the mobile robots move according to
the distributed control law (4.1). Then, for any number of robots, with probability 1 there exists
a time k0 ≥ 0 such that Vτ (k0) = 1; ∀τ ∈ Tˆ .
Proof of Theorem 4.1.1: The algorithm 4.1 defines an absorbing Markov chain which
contains many transient states and some absorbing states that are impossible to leave. Transient
states are all the vertices of the triangular grid Tˆ which have been visited by the robots during
the search procedure. On the contrary, absorbing states are the vertices where the robots stop
at the end of search. Using the algorithm 4.1, a robot goes to the vertices where may have
not been visited yet. Therefore, the number of transient states will eventually decrease. That
continues until the number of robots is equal to the number of unvisited vertices which will be
the absorbing states. It is also clear that these absorbing states can be reached from any initial
states, with a non-zero probability. This implies that with probability 1, one of the absorbing
states will be reached. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1.1. 
In Fig. 4.1, the flowchart of the proposed algorithm is presented that shows how our
decision-making approach is implemented. At the first step, robots start making their maps
using their sonar. Each robot, based on the vertex on which it is located, assumes some
probable neighbouring vertices on the common triangular grid. The number of these probable
neighbouring vertices and their distance to the robot depend on the robot’s sonar range. Then,
the robot uses the sonar to detect its surrounding environment including borders and obstacles.
If any of those probable neighbouring vertices is located outside the borders or blocked by an
obstacle, it will be ignored. The rest of those probable neighbouring vertices will be added
to the map of the robot. This step is repeated every time that the robot occupies a vertex.
In order to avoid sticking in borders or obstacles, we consider a margin near the borders and
obstacles that depends on the size of the robot. If a vertex on the map is closer to the borders
or obstacles less than the margin, it will be eliminated from the robot’s map.
Whenever a robot makes any changes to its map, it sends the new map to the other robots by
transmitting packets. On the other side, whenever a robot receives a packet of data, it extracts
the new vertices from the received map and adds them to its map. Since the communication
range of the robots is limited, if two robots are far from each other, they cannot directly
communicate but can do it via other robots. In other words, since there is a connected network
of robots, each robot has the role of a hub in the network in order to share the maps among
the robots. Therefore, all the robots that are connected and make a network have a common
map. In the second phase of the algorithm when the robots have a common triangular grid
map, a robot can go far from the other robots and be disconnected from the team for a while.
In this case, sharing maps between the disconnected robot and the others is paused until the
robot returns back to the communication range of the team again.
In the next step, each robot randomly chooses one of the nearest unvisited neighbouring
vertices in the map and goes there. If all the neighbouring vertices have been visited already,
one of them is randomly selected. Since we assume that the map of a robot is a connected
set, there exists always at least one neighbouring vertex, and at most six vertices. If the robot
reaches the target vertex, it marks that vertex as an explored vertex in its map and sends it to
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Figure 4.1: The flowchart of the suggested algorithm; searching the whole area
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the other neighbouring robots as well. However, because of some practical issues, maybe it is
impossible to reach the target vertex at a limited time or even maybe the target vertex is fake
that has been wrongly created during mapping. To avoid such problems, we include a factor of
time. Since the robot knows its location and the location of the target, it can estimate the time
needed to achieve the goal based on the distance to the target and velocity of the robot. Here,
we consider the parameter ET as the expected time to reach the target, that is a factor of the
estimated time. This coefficient that has a value greater than one, actually reflects the effects
of a non-straight route because of the shape of the search area and also existing obstacles or
other robots on the robot’s path. If the travelling time were more than ET, the robot would
ignore that target vertex, delete it from its map, and send the updated map to the other robots.
Since the area has borders and obstacles, the robots should avoid them while they are
searching for the targets. That is why we have to use an obstacle avoidance in our algorithm.
Moreover, because of practical problems like sonar and encoders accuracy and slipping of the
robots, there might be a difference between the actual position of a robot and the coordinates of
the vertices stored in its map. Therefore, if a robot is closer to a target vertex than a specified
distance, we consider the goal has been achieved.
4.1.2 Searching for Targets
When the robots are looking for some targets in the area, they should continue the search
operation till all the targets are detected. If the number of the targets is not specified, they
have to search the entire area like what described in Section 4.1.1. When robots know the
number of the targets, they do not need to explore the entire area but until all the targets are
detected. Suppose T = {T1,T2, . . . ,Tnt} be the set of nt static targets must be detected by
the robots. As it was stated before, we assume the robots equipped with sensors by which the
targets can be detected whenever they are close enough to the robots. The distance by which
the robots must be close to the targets to be able to detect them is the sensing range of the
robots (rs).
Definition 4.1.6 Suppose a Boolean variable VTj(k) which defines the state of target Tj at
time k. VTj(k) = 1 if the target Tj has been detected by at least one of the robots, otherwise
Tj(k) = 0.
Therefore, we modify the rule (4.1) as the following rule to ensure that the search operation
stops after finding all the targets.
pi(k + 1) =

νˆ if |Mˆi(k)| 6= 0 & |ℵˆ(pi(k))| 6= 0 & (∃Tj ∈ T;VTj(k) = 0)
ν if |Mˆi(k)| 6= 0 & |ℵˆ(pi(k))| = 0 & (∃Tj ∈ T;VTj(k) = 0)
pi(k) if ∀Tj ∈ T;VTj(k) = 1
(4.2)
Theorem 4.1.2 Suppose that all assumptions hold, and the mobile robots move according to
distributed control law (4.2). Then, for any number of robots and any number of targets, with
probability 1 there exists a time k0 ≥ 0 such that ∀j ; VTj(k0) = 1.
Proof: Proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1.1.
The flowchart in Fig. 4.1 can also be used to describe this operation. Fig. 4.2 depicts the
procedure we use to implement this algorithm. Most procedures are the same as the previous
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one; therefore, we ignore their description. We only need to change the condition that stops
the operation in the algorithm. The operation will be stopped if all the targets are detected.
Also, the robots send the information about the detected targets to the other members of the
team.
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Navigation & Guidance
Communication & 
Sharing
Yes
No
Stop
Assign detected targets in 
the map
Figure 4.2: The flowchart of the suggested algorithm; searching for targets
4.1.3 Patrolling
The above algorithms are appropriate for the cases when the robots should break the search
operation; for instance, when the aim is finding some predetermined objects or labeling some
vertices of a grid. In cases where a permanent search is needed; for example, in applications
such as continuously patrolling or surveying a region, the algorithm should be modified such
that the search procedure maintains. That is, we modify control law 4.1 as follows:
pi(k + 1) =
{
νˆ if |ℵˆ(pi(k))| 6= 0 with probability 1|ℵˆ(pi(k))|
ν if |ℵˆ(pi(k))| = 0 with probability 1|ℵ(pi(k))|
(4.3)
hence, the robots do not stop and continuously move between the vertices of the grid.
4.1.4 Robots’ Motion
To have a more real estimation of time that the robots spend to search an area to detect the
targets, we apply motion dynamics in our simulations. In addition, since the environment is
unknown to the team, it is essential to use an obstacle avoidance in the low level control of
the robots. As a result, we use a method of reactive potential field control in order to avoid
obstacles [168].
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4.2 Simulation Results
To verify the suggested algorithm, computer simulations are employed. The region W is con-
sidered to be searched by a few robots (see Fig. 2.1). We suppose a multi-robot team with
some autonomous mobile robots which are randomly located in the region W with random
initial values of angles. The goal is to search the whole area by the robots using proposed
semi-random triangular grid-based search algorithm.
To simulate the algorithm, MobileSime, a simulator of mobile robots developed by Adept
MobileRobots, is used. We also use Visual C++ for programming and ARIA, a C++ library
that provides an interface and framework for controlling the robots. In addition, Pioneer 3DX
is selected as the type of the robots. Robots parameters in the simulations are given in Table
2.1. Since this simulator simulates the real robots along with all conditions of a real world,
the results of the simulations would be obtained in the real world experiments with the real
robots indeed. Furthermore, to prevent collisions between robots and to avoid the obstacles and
borders, an obstacle avoidance algorithm is applied using functions provided in ARIA library.
Moreover, to avoid hitting and sticking to the borders, we assume a margin near the borders
such that the robots do not pass it.
4.2.1 Searching the Whole Area
As mentioned in Chapter 2, a two-stage algorithm is used to achieve the goal. First, the
algorithm (2.1),(2.2) is applied which uses consensus variables in order to drive the robots to
the vertices of a common triangular grid. In Fig. 4.3(a), the beginning of the robots’ trajectories
are the position of the robots after applying the first stage of the search algorithm, i.e., rule
(2.1),(2.2) (see Fig. 2.5).
The second stage of the algorithm, i.e., the algorithm 4.1, is applied whenever the first stage
is completed. Fig. 4.3 demonstrates the result of applying algorithm 4.1 on a team of three
robots. As seen in Fig. 4.3, the robots go through the vertices of the common triangular grid
based on the proposed algorithm until the whole area is explored by the robots. Fig. 4.3(a),
Fig. 4.3(b) and Fig. 4.3(c) display the trajectories of the robots at times 3m48s, 8m5s and
15m47s after applying algorithm 4.1, respectively. Fig. 4.3(d) shows trajectories of the robots
at time 18m3s when the search operation has been completed. It is obvious that the area W
is completely searched by the robots such that each vertex of the covering triangular grid is
occupied at least one time by the robots. In this case study, we assume that the sides of the
equilateral triangles are 2 meter (sensing range of the robots is 2√
3
m) and the communication
range between the robots is 10 meter. The area of the region W is about 528 m2.
Although any number of robots can be used to search the whole area, it is obvious that
more robots complete the operation in a shorter time. However, more number of robots cer-
tainly increases the cost of the operation. The question is, how many robots should be used in
order to optimize both the time and cost. It seems, that is somehow dependent on the shape
of the region and the obstacles and also the sides of the triangles. In order to have a better
view of the relation between the number of robots and the search duration, twenty simulations
with different number of robots have been done. We consider teams consisting of one to fifteen
robots. Then, minimum, maximum, average and standard deviation are calculated for the
search duration of each team. Table 4.1 displays the results of these simulations that are also
depicted in Fig. 4.4.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.3: Robots’ trajectories after applying the second stage of the algorithm; (a) After
3m48s, (b) After 8m5s, (c) After 15m47s, (d) After 18m3s
Table 4.1: Duration of search
No of Robots 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Min 36.51 18.40 15.28 11.21 10.05 8.03 6.47 6.56 6.13 5.82 5.81 5.74 4.80 4.69 4.37
Max 48.62 32.05 21.06 17.56 15.36 14.25 12.61 11.33 10.52 10.37 9.65 9.11 8.59 8.62 8.51
Average 41.57 25.52 18.29 14.69 12.56 10.81 10.02 9.24 9.05 8.43 8.21 7.55 7.56 7.10 7.03
STD 3.53 2.95 1.93 1.92 1.29 1.46 1.46 1.34 1.10 1.09 1.06 1.01 1.02 0.97 0.96
As depicted in this figure, the search time decreases by increasing the number of robots. It
is noticeable that after increasing the number of robots to a specific number, the search dura-
tion almost remains constant. Indeed, increasing the number of robots increases the probable
collision between robots during the operation. Consequently, the robots have to turn each other
to avoid the collision, and that is the main reason which increases the search time. Therefore,
increasing the number of robots more than a particular value (seven robots in this case) will
be ineffectual in terms of time and should be avoided to save cost. As apparent from Fig. 4.4,
increasing the number of robots more than seven improves the search time only about three
minutes.
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Figure 4.4: Duration of Search Vs. Number of Robots
4.2.2 Searching for Targets
To demonstrate that how the algorithm works in the case of search for a given number of
targets, we consider an area the same as in section 4.2.1 with three targets therein. The
targets, shown by green disks in Fig. 4.5, are located in different parts of the area. We evaluate
the presented algorithm to figure out how the robots can find the targets using multi-robot
teams with different number of robots. As depicted in Fig. 4.5, the results of simulation by
the teams consisting of one to six robots have been presented. A target is assumed detected
whenever it lies in the sensing range of a robot of the team. If there is just one robot in the
team, all the targets should be detected by that robot; thus, it will take longer time in compare
with the cases that there are more robots in the team.
As shown in Fig. 4.5(a), a robot searches for three targets using the presented search
algorithm and they all have been detected after 17m13s. Fig. 4.5(b) shows the same case with
two robots in the team so that a robot has detected one target and the other one has detected
two other targets in 12m24s. It should be mentioned that in Fig. 4.5, only the paths of the
robots after making consensus have been displayed. In Fig. 4.5(c) three robots search for three
targets and each robot finds one of them in 5m49s. As shown in that figure, when a robot
detects a target, it continues the search operation until all targets are detected by the team.
Fig. 4.5(d)-(f) show the search operation using 4-6 robots, respectively.
What is very noticeable in this case is that, it is expected decreasing the time of detecting
the targets by increasing the number of robots while it has not occurred in some instances. For
example, when the number of robots has been increased from three to four, the time of detecting
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 4.5: Robots’ trajectories in the case of searching for three targets. (a) One robot detects
three targets in 17m13s, (b) Two robots detect the targets in 12m24s, (c) Three robots detect
targets in 5m49s, (d) Four robots detect the targets in 7m33s, (e) Five robots detect the targets
in 4m8s and (f) Six robots detect the targets in 5m19s.
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the targets has been increased from 5m49s to 7m33s. To explain why this happens, we should
consider the fact that the time needed to detect the targets depends on many parameters not
only on the number of robots. The shape of the area and obstacles therein, the initial position
of the robots in the area and also the relative distance of the robots and targets are significant
parameters that affect the time of search. The other serious parameter must be considered is
the nature of the search algorithm that is semi-random. That is we might have different paths
for the same cases.
(a) Targets are detected in 5m49s (b) Targets are detected in 4m33s
(c) Targets are detected in 14m21s
Figure 4.6: Robots’ trajectories in the case of searching for three targets by three robots.
To discover more about how the number of robots affects on the search duration, we do
more simulations for each case. For example, Fig. 4.6 shows the paths of the robots in the case
that three robots are looking for three targets similar to the previous instance. It shows that we
have different paths thus different search durations. While in the first simulation, the targets
are detected in 5m49s, it takes 4m33s in the second and 14m21s in the last one, which is much
more than the second one. Fig. 4.7 shows the results of three different simulations using five
robots. As depicted in that figure, the period of search for these simulations are 4m8s, 4m37s
and 7m33s. Comparing to the case with three robots, it is obvious that the differences between
the periods of search in this instance are less than the case of the team with three robots. That
is an expected result because more robots means more coverage of the search area; hence, the
chance of detecting targets increases.
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(a) Targets are detected in 4m8s (b) Targets are detected in 4m37s
(c) Targets are detected in 7m33s
Figure 4.7: Robots’ trajectories in the case of searching for three targets by five robots.
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Table 4.2: Time of detecting targets
No of Robots 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Min 13.45 7.26 4.13 3.59 2.72 2.49 2.07 2.01 1.95 1.72
Max 29.50 19.95 14.35 10.70 7.55 6.08 5.23 5.15 4.97 4.95
Average 21.99 11.36 8.41 6.95 4.44 3.96 3.46 3.30 3.02 3.13
STD 5.79 3.11 2.34 1.96 1.12 1.02 0.85 0.94 0.77 0.82
Figure 4.8: Time of target detection Vs. Number of robots
In order to have a better view of the relation between the number of robots and the search
duration, twenty simulations with different number of robots have been done. We consider
teams consisting of one to ten robots. Then, minimum, maximum and average of search dura-
tion for simulations with each team as well as their standard deviation are calculated. Table
4.2 displays the results of these simulations that are also depicted in Fig. 4.8. The results show
that although the average of search duration to detect the targets decreases by increasing the
number of robots, the standard deviation of the team with less number of robots is significantly
high. Simply, the number of robots should be proportional to the search area to have an ade-
quate chance to detect targets in a desirable time.
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4.3 Summary
In this chapter, we have developed a distributed control algorithm, namely, semi-random tri-
angular grid-based search algorithm, to drive a multi-robot team to explore an unknown area.
We have used a triangular grid pattern and a two-stage semi-random search algorithm for the
control law so that the robots randomly move through the vertices of the triangular grid during
the search operation. Therefore, a complete search of the whole area has been guaranteed.
A mathematically rigorous proof of convergence of the presented algorithm has been demon-
strated. Furthermore, the computer simulation results using MobileSim, a powerful simulator
of real robots and environment, have been presented to demonstrate that the algorithm is
effective and practicable.
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Chapter 5
Modified Triangular-Grid-Based Search
Algorithm
In Chapters 3 and 4, two methods for exploring an unknown environment using a team of mobile
robots were presented. In those methods, the robots randomly move between the vertices of
a common triangular grid so that in each step they only move to the one of the neighbouring
vertices. In this chapter, we present the third method of search, namely, ”modified triangular
grid-based search algorithm”. By this method, the robots are not confined to move to the closest
neighbouring vertices. Instead, they move to the nearest unvisited vertex. A mathematically
rigorous proof of convergence with probability 1 of the algorithm is given. Moreover, our
algorithm is implemented and simulated using a simulator of the real robots and environment
and also tested via experiments with Adept Pioneer 3DX wheeled mobile robots. Finally, a
comparison between our three proposed algorithms and three algorithms from other researchers
is given.
5.1 Distributed Triangular Grid-Based Search Algorithm
To search an area by a team of mobile robots using the vertices of a grid as the exploring
points, we need to locate the searching mobile robots on the vertices of a common grid among
the robots. Consensus variables locating algorithm (described in Chapter 2) can be the first
stage of the suggested search algorithm, which locates‘ all the robots on the vertices of a
common triangular grid Tˆ (see Fig. 2.1). The next step will be search of the area W based
on moving the robots between the vertices of the covering grid of the area. In this chapter, we
propose a triangular grid-based search algorithm. Suppose a robot located on a vertex of the
common triangular grid. Consequently, it can explore the surrounding area using its sensors,
and that depends on the sensing range of its sensors. After exploring that area, the robot
moves to another point which can be one of the unexplored vertices in the triangular grid. As
a modified version of the previous methods presented in Chapters 3 and 4, we suppose that
a robots selects the nearest unvisited vertex as the next destination in every step. If there is
more than one vertex, any of them can be chosen randomly. In this regard, there are various
scenarios can be considered to search the area. The first scenario is exploring the whole area
which can be applicable when the robots are searching for an undetermined number of targets.
Therefore, to detect all possible targets, the team of the robots must search the whole area.
Patrolling of the area is the other application for this scenario where the robots should move
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continuously to detect the possible intruders to the area. In the case of given number of targets
which is our second scenario, the search operation should be stopped without searching the
whole area; whenever all the targets are detected.
5.1.1 Searching the Whole Area
To make sure that the whole area is explored by the team of the robots, each vertex in the
triangular covering grid set of the areaW must be visited at least one time by a member of the
team. Consider Tˆ is a triangular covering grid ofW , and also each vertex of Tˆ has been visited
at least one time by a robot of the team. This guarantees that the areaW has completely been
explored by the multi-robot team. Since the robots do not have any map at the beginning,
they need to do map making during the search operation so that their maps will gradually be
completed.
Definition 5.1.1 Let Tˆi(k) be the set of all the vertices of Tˆ have been detected by robot i at
time k. Then, Tˆ (k) = ⋃ Tˆi(k) will be the map of the area W detected by the team of the robots
until time k.
Note that a detected vertex is different from an explored vertex. These terms are defined in
detail in the following definitions.
Definition 5.1.2 A detected vertex means that vertex is detected by a robot using map making,
and it is in the map of that robot though it might be visited or not by the robots.
Definition 5.1.3 An explored vertex is a vertex that is visited by at least one member of the
team.
Definition 5.1.4 The map of robot i at time k,Mi(k), is the set of those vertices in Tˆ detected
by robot i itself or received from other robots by which they are detected until time k.
Definition 5.1.5 Suppose a Boolean variable Vτ (k) which defines the state of vertex τ ∈ Tˆ (k)
at time k. Vτ (k) = 1 if the vertex τ has already been visited by at least one of the robots,
otherwise Vτ (k) = 0.
Assumption 5.1.1 The triangular grid set Tˆi(k); k = 0, 1, ... is connected. That means if
τ ∈ Tˆi(k), then at least one of the six nearest neighbours of τ also belongs to Tˆi(k).
Consider at time k robot i is located at point pi(k), and it wants to go to the next vertex.
The following rule is proposed as the modified triangular grid-based search algorithm:
pi(k + 1) =
{
mˆi(k) if |Mˆi(k)| 6= 0
pi(k) if |Mˆi(k)| = 0
(5.1)
where Mˆi(k) = {m ∈ Mi(k);Vm(k) = 0} is the set of all elements of Mi(k) have not been
visited before, |Mˆi(k)| denotes the number of elements in Mˆi(k) and mˆi(k) is the vertex in
Mˆi(k) nearest to robot i at time k.
Applying the rule (5.1) ensures that the area Tˆ is completely explored, and every vertex of
it is visited at least one time by a robot of the team.
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Theorem 5.1.1 Suppose that all assumptions hold, and the mobile robots move according to
the distributed control law (5.1). Then, for any number of robots, with probability 1 there exists
a time k0 ≥ 0 such that Vτ (k0) = 1; ∀τ ∈ Tˆ .
Proof of Theorem 5.1.1: The algorithm 5.1 defines an absorbing Markov chain which
contains many transient states and a number of absorbing states that are impossible to leave.
Transient states are all the vertices of the triangular grid Tˆ which have been occupied already
by the robots during the search procedure. On the other hand, absorbing states are the vertices
where the robots stop at the end of the search operation. Using the algorithm 5.1, a robot goes
to the vertices where may have not been visited yet. Therefore, the number of transient states
will eventually decrease. That continues until the number of robots is equal to the number of
unvisited vertices which will be the absorbing states. It is also explicit that these absorbing
states can be reached from any initial states, with a non-zero probability. This implies that
with probability 1, one of the absorbing states will be reached. This completes the proof of
Theorem 5.1.1. 
In Fig. 5.1, the flowchart of the proposed algorithm is presented that shows how our
decision-making approach is implemented. At the first step, robots start making their maps
using their sonar. Each robot, based on the vertex on which it is located, assumes some
probable neighbouring vertices on the common triangular grid. The number of these probable
neighbouring vertices and their distance to the robot depend on the robot’s sonar range. Then,
the robot uses the sonar to detect its surrounding environment including borders and obstacles.
If any of those probable neighbouring vertices is located outside the borders or blocked by an
obstacle, it will be ignored. The rest of those probable neighbouring vertices will be added
to the map of the robot. This step is repeated every time that the robot occupies a vertex.
In order to avoid sticking in borders or obstacles, we consider a margin near the borders and
obstacles that depends on the size of the robot. If a vertex on the map is closer to the borders
or obstacles less than the margin, it will be eliminated from the robot’s map.
Whenever a robot makes any changes to its map, it sends the new map to the other robots by
transmitting packets. On the other side, whenever a robot receives a packet of data, it extracts
the new vertices from the received map and adds them to its map. Since the communication
range of the robots is limited, if two robots are far from each other, they cannot directly
communicate but can do it via other robots. In other words, since there is a connected network
of robots, each robot has the role of a hub in the network in order to share the maps among
the robots. Therefore, all the robots that are connected and make a network have a common
map. In the second phase of the algorithm when the robots have a common triangular grid
map, a robot can go far from the other robots and be disconnected from the team for a while.
In this case, sharing maps between the disconnected robot and the others is paused until the
robot returns back to the communication range of the team again.
In the next step, each robot chooses the nearest unexplored vertex in the map and goes there.
Whenever a robot visits a vertex, it marks that as an explored vertex in its map. Therefore,
all the robots know which vertices have not been explored yet. To find the nearest vertex that
has not been explored yet, each robot searches the map stored in its memory. This vertex has
probably been detected by the robot itself or added to robot’s map via sharing map among
robots. After finding the nearest unexplored vertex, the robot moves to reach there. If the
robot reaches the target vertex, it marks that vertex as an explored vertex in its map and sends
it to the other neighbouring robots as well. However, because of some practical issues, maybe it
is impossible to reach the target vertex at a limited time or even maybe the target vertex is fake
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Figure 5.1: The flowchart of the suggested algorithm; searching the whole area
that has been wrongly created during mapping. To avoid such problems, we include a factor of
time. Since the robot knows its location and the location of the target, it can estimate the time
needed to achieve the goal based on the distance to the target and velocity of the robot. Here,
we consider the parameter ET as the expected time to reach the target, that is a factor of the
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estimated time. This coefficient with a value greater than one, actually reflects the effects of a
non-straight route because of the shape of the search area and also existing obstacles or other
robots on the robot’s path. If the traveling time were more than ET, the robot would ignore
that target vertex, delete it from its map, and send the updated map to the other robots.
Since the area has borders and obstacles, the robots should avoid them while they are
searching for the targets. That is why we have to use an obstacle avoidance in our algorithm.
In addition, because of practical problems like sonar and encoders accuracy and slipping of the
robots, there might be a difference between the actual position of a robot and the coordinates of
the vertices stored in its map. Therefore, if a robot is closer to a target vertex than a specified
distance, we consider the goal has been achieved.
5.1.2 Searching for Targets
When the robots are looking for some targets in the area, they should continue the search
operation till all the targets are detected. If the number of the targets is not given, they have
to search the entire area like what described in Section 5.1.1. When robots know the number
of the targets, they do not need to explore the entire area but until all the targets are detected.
Suppose T = {T1,T2, . . . ,Tnt} be the set of nt static targets should be detected by the robots.
As it was stated before, we assume the robots equipped with sensors by which the targets can
be detected whenever they are close enough to the robots. The distance by which the robots
must be close to the targets to be able to detect them is the sensing range of the robots (rs).
Definition 5.1.6 Suppose a Boolean variable VTj(k) which defines the state of target Tj at
time k. VTj(k) = 1 if the target Tj has been detected by at least one of the robots, otherwise
Tj(k) = 0.
Therefore, we modify the rule (5.1) as the following rule to ensure that the search operation
stops after finding all the targets.
pi(k + 1) =
{
mˆi(k) if ∃Tj ∈ T;VTj(k) = 0
pi(k) if ∀Tj ∈ T;VTj(k) = 1
(5.2)
Theorem 5.1.2 Suppose that all assumptions hold, and the mobile robots move according to
distributed control law (5.2). Then, for any number of robots and any number of targets, with
probability 1 there exists a time k0 ≥ 0 such that ∀j ; VTj(k0) = 1.
Proof: Proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 5.1.1.
The flowchart in Fig. 5.1 can also be used to describe this operation. Fig. 5.2 depicts the
procedure we use to implement this algorithm. Most procedures are the same as the previous
one; therefore, we ignore their description. We only need to change the condition that stops the
operation in the algorithm. The operation will be stopped when all the targets are detected.
Also, the robots send the information about the detected targets to the other members of the
team.
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Figure 5.2: The flowchart of the suggested algorithm; searching for targets
5.1.3 Patrolling
The above algorithms are appropriate for the cases when the robots should break the search
operation; for instance, when the aim is finding some predetermined objects or labeling some
vertices of a grid. In cases where a permanent search is needed; for example, in applications
such as continuously patrolling or surveying a region, the algorithm should be modified such
that the search procedure maintains. That can be done by periodically changing the states
of the vertices in the maps of the robots; hence, the robots consider those vertices as the
targets again. To archive that, the state of the previously visited vertices should be changed
to unvisited in the map of the robots. Based on some conditions such as the size of the area
and the number of the robots, the period of changing the state of vertices can be chosen.
5.1.4 Robots’ Motion
To have a more real estimation of time that the robots spend to search an area to detect the
targets, we apply motion dynamics in our simulations. In addition, since the environment is
unknown to the team, it is essential to use an obstacle avoidance in the low-level control of
the robots. As a result, we use a method of reactive potential field control in order to avoid
obstacles [168].
5.2 Simulation Results
To verify the suggested algorithm, computer simulations are employed. The region W is con-
sidered to be searched by a few robots (see Fig. 2.1). We suppose a multi-robot team of some
autonomous mobile robots which are randomly located in the region W with random initial
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values of angles. The goal is to search the whole area by the robots using proposed grid-based
search algorithm.
To simulate the algorithm, MobileSime, a simulator of mobile robots developed by Adept
MobileRobots, is used. We also use Visual C++ for programming and ARIA, a C++ library
that provides an interface and framework for controlling the robots. In addition, Pioneer 3DX
is selected as type of the robots. Robots parameters in the simulations are given in Table
2.1. Since, this simulator simulates the real robots along with all conditions of a real world,
the results of the simulations would be obtained in the real world experiments with the real
robots indeed. Furthermore, to prevent collisions between robots and to avoid the obstacles and
borders, an obstacle avoidance algorithm is applied using functions provided in ARIA library.
Moreover, to avoid hitting and sticking to the borders, we assume a margin near the borders
such that the robots do not pass it.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.3: Robots’ trajectories after applying the second stage of the algorithm; (a) After
3m21s, (b) After 5m45s, (c) After 7m26s, (d) After 8m23s
5.2.1 Searching the Whole Area
As mentioned in Chapter 2, a two-stage algorithm is used to achieve the goal. First, the
algorithm (2.1),(2.2) is applied which uses consensus variables in order to drive the robots to
the vertices of a common triangular grid. In Fig. 5.3(a), the beginning of the robots’ trajectories
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are the position of the robots after applying the first stage of the search algorithm, i.e., rule
(2.1),(2.2) (see Fig. 2.5).
The second stage of the algorithm, i.e., the algorithm 5.1, is applied whenever the first stage
is completed. Fig. 5.3 demonstrates the result of applying algorithm 5.1 on a team of three
robots. As seen in Fig. 5.3, the robots go through the vertices of the common triangular grid
based on the proposed algorithm until the whole area is explored by the robots. Fig. 5.3(a),
Fig. 5.3(b) and Fig. 5.3(c) display the trajectories of the robots at times 3m21s, 5m45s and
7m26s after applying algorithm 5.1, respectively. Fig. 5.3(d) shows trajectories of the robots
at time 8m23s when the search operation has been completed. It is obvious that the area W
is completely explored by the robots such that each vertex of the covering triangular grid is
occupied at least one time by the robots. In this case study, we assume that the sides of the
equilateral triangles are 2 meter (sensing range of the robots is 2√
3
m) and the communication
range between the robots is 10 meter. The area of the region W is about 528 m2.
Fig. 5.4 shows another simulation result but for an area with three obstacles with different
shapes. It shows that the algorithm indeed works with any number of obstacles.
Although any number of robots can be used for the search operation, it is obvious that more
robots complete the operation in a shorter time. However, more robots certainly increases the
cost of the operation. The question is, how many number of robots should be used in order
to optimize both the time and cost. It seems, that may be somehow dependent on the shape
of the region and the obstacles and also the sides of the triangles. In order to have a better
view of the relation between the number of robots and the search duration, twenty simulations
with different number of robots have been done. We consider teams consisting of one to fifteen
robots. Then, minimum, maximum, average and standard deviation are calculated for the
search duration of each team. Table 5.1 displays the results of these simulations that are also
depicted in Fig. 5.5.
Figure 5.4: Searching an area with three obstacles
As depicted in this figure, the search time decreases by increasing the number of robots. It
is noticeable that after increasing the number of robots to a specific number, the search dura-
tion almost remains constant. Indeed, increasing the number of robots increases the probable
collision between robots during the operation. Consequently, robots have to turn each other
to avoid the collision, and that is the main reason which increases the search time. Therefore,
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Table 5.1: Duration of search
No of Robots 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Min 16.98 9.55 7.03 5.68 5.09 4.23 3.72 3.66 3.44 3.38 3.18 3.12 2.98 3.01 2.88
Max 23.02 13.61 9.98 7.90 6.98 5.82 5.05 4.96 4.77 4.65 4.38 4.26 4.12 4.17 3.76
Average 20.51 11.62 8.56 6.73 5.97 5.00 4.42 4.37 4.09 4.00 3.83 3.71 3.56 3.57 3.31
STD 1.77 1.20 0.98 0.54 0.62 0.52 0.37 0.40 0.42 0.36 0.35 0.33 0.34 0.41 0.25
Figure 5.5: Duration of Search Vs. Number of Robots
increasing the number of robots more than a specific value (six robots in this case) will be
ineffectual in terms of time and should be avoided to save cost. As obvious from Fig. 5.5,
increasing the number of robots more than six, improves the search time less than one minute.
5.2.2 Searching for Targets
To demonstrate that how the algorithm works in the case of search for a given number of
targets, we consider an area the same as in section 5.2.1 with three targets therein. The
targets, shown by green disks in Fig. 5.6, are located in different parts of the area. We evaluate
the presented algorithm to figure out how the robots can find the targets using multi-robot
teams with different number of robots. As depicted in Fig. 5.6, the results of simulation by
the teams consisting of one to six robots have been presented. A target is assumed detected
whenever it lies in the sensing range of a robot of the team. If there is just one robot in the
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 5.6: Robots’ trajectories in the case of searching for three targets. (a) One robot detects
three targets in 12m49s, (b) Two robots detect the targets in 4m3s, (c) Three robots detect
targets in 3m32s, (d) Four robots detect the targets in 3m50s, (e) Five robots detect the targets
in 1m51s and (f) Six robots detect the targets in 2m15s.
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team, all the targets should be detected by that robot; thus, it will take longer time in compare
with the cases that there are more robots in the team.
As shown in Fig. 5.6(a), a robot searches for three targets using the presented search
algorithm and they all have been detected after 12m49s. Fig. 5.6(b) shows the same case
with two robots in the team so that a robot has detected one target and the other one has
detected two other targets in 4m3s. It should be mentioned that in Fig. 5.6, only the paths
of the robots after making consensus have been displayed. In Fig. 5.6(c), three robots search
for three targets and each robot finds one of them in 3m32s. As shown in that figure, when a
robot detects a target, it continues the search operation until all the targets are detected by
the team. Fig. 5.6(d)-(f) show the search operation using 4-6 robots, respectively.
What is very noticeable in this case is that it is expected decreasing the time of detecting
the targets by increasing the number of robots while it has not occurred in some instances. For
example, when the number of robots has been increased from three to four, the time of detecting
the targets has been increased from 3m32s to 3m50s. To explain why this happens, we should
consider the fact that the time needed to detect the targets depends on many parameters not
only on the number of robots. The shape of the area and obstacles therein, the initial position
of the robots in the area and also the relative distance of the robots and targets are significant
parameters that affect the time of search. The other serious parameter must be considered
is the nature of the search algorithm that is semi-random. Indeed, a robot always chooses
the nearest unexplored vertex as its destination vertex, but sometimes there are a few vertices
which can be chosen as the nearest, and the robot randomly selects one of them. That is we
might have different paths for the same cases.
To discover more about how the number of robots affects on the search duration, we do
more simulations for each case. For example, Fig. 5.7 shows the paths of the robots in the case
that two robots are looking for three targets similar to the previous instance. It shows that we
have different paths thus different search durations. While in the first simulation, the targets
are detected in 4m3s, in the last one it occurs in 7m41s which is much more than the first one.
Fig. 5.8 shows the results of three different simulations using five robots. As depicted in that
figure, the period of search for these simulations are 1m51s, 1m58s and 2m33s. Comparing to
the case with two robots, it is obvious that the differences between periods of search in this
case are less than the case of the team with two robots. That is an expected result because
more robots means more coverage of the search area; hence, the chance of detecting targets
increases.
To have a better view of the relation between the number of robots and the search dura-
tion, twenty simulations with different number of robots have been done. We consider teams
consisting of one to ten robots. Then minimum, maximum and average of search duration
for simulations with each team as well as their standard deviation are calculated. Table 5.2
displays the results of these simulations that are also depicted in Fig. 5.9. The results show
that although the average of search duration to detect the targets decreases by increasing the
number of robots, the standard deviation of the team with less number of robots is signifi-
cantly high. Simply, the number of robots should be proportional to the search area to have
an adequate chance to detect the targets in an acceptable time.
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(a) Targets are detected in 4m3s (b) Targets are detected in 6m44s
(c) Targets are detected in 7m41s
Figure 5.7: Robots’ trajectories in the case of searching for three targets by two robots.
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(a) Targets are detected in 1m51s (b) Targets are detected in 1m58s
(c) Targets are detected in 2m33s
Figure 5.8: Robots’ trajectories in the case of searching for three targets by five robots.
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Table 5.2: Time of detecting targets
No of Robots 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Min 7.82 3.95 2.35 2.05 1.73 1.54 1.45 1.38 1.32 1.27
Max 15.49 8.02 5.05 4.21 3.63 3.42 2.88 2.56 2.19 2.01
Average 11.95 5.99 3.61 3.02 2.58 2.34 2.07 1.80 1.70 1.60
STD 2.03 1.37 0.79 0.71 0.69 0.61 0.47 0.36 0.30 0.24
Figure 5.9: Time of target detection Vs. Number of robots
5.3 Experiments with Real Robots
In this section, the experiment results with real robots are presented. We use Pioneer 3DX
mobile robots to implement the proposed algorithm. Pioneer 3DX is one of the world’s most
popular research mobile robots. These robots are equipped with encoders and sonar by which
the localization and mapping can be done during the experiments. We do experiment with
three robots in a surrounded area. The workspace is an irregularly shaped fenced area of about
16.5 m2 with a rectangular obstacle of about 0.8 m2 (see Fig. 5.12). The goal is searching the
whole area by three robots using the proposed algorithm.
We have used sonar to detect area boundaries, obstacles and other robots. A method of
reactive potential field control is applied to avoid collisions with obstacles. Moreover, other
robots are viewed as obstacles by a robot. We have used ArNetworking, a library provided by
Adept MobileRobots for communication between robots. It works with ARIA, the library we
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have applied to control the robots. The robots exchange the map of the environment that they
make during the search operation and the vertices which they visit.
Figure 5.10: Pioneer 3DX robot used in the experiments
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.11: Three robots exploring a whole area
The snapshots of the experiment results are demonstrated in Fig. 5.11. First, the robots
are randomly placed in the field with an obstacle . After applying the algorithm, the robots
start to do the first stage of the algorithm, i.e., locating themselves on the vertices of a common
triangular grid using consensus variables locating algorithm. Fig. 5.11(a) shows the result of
this stage. Then, the robots begin to search the area based on the second stage of the algorithm
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that is modified triangular grid-based search algorithm presented in this chapter. Fig. 5.11(b)-
Fig. 5.11(d) are snapshots during this stage. The overall paths taken by the robots in the
experiment are depicted in Fig. 5.12. The results show that the area has been completely
explored based on the proposed algorithm. Note that the robots do not necessarily reach the
end points at the same time.
Table 5.3: search duration in the experiments (seconds)
No of Robots 1 2 3
Min 57 35 18
Max 66 41 22
Average 61.6 37.8 19.4
STD 4.04 2.39 1.67
Also, to have a better view of a relation between the number of robots and the search
duration in the experiments, five runs with one, two and three robots have been done. Table
5.3 displays the calculated values for the minimum, maximum, average and standard deviation
of the search duration in the experiments.
Note that since the area and the triangles sides in the simulations and the experiments
are different, and we had only three robots in the experiments, an exact comparison between
results is not possible. But as the Tables 5.1 and 5.3 show, the results from the simulations
and experiments give similar outcomes. For example, in the simulations, three robots explore a
528 m2 area in about 546 seconds (with exploring speed of 0.97 m2/s), and in the experiments
three robots explore a 16.5 m2 area in about 19.4 seconds (with exploring speed of 0.85 m2/s).
We have used 1 m for the sides of triangles in the experiments, while in the simulations, they
have been 2 m; therefore, the robots have had more stops in the experiments thus the lower
speed of exploring.
Figure 5.12: Robots’ trajectories in the experiment
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5.4 Comparison Between Presented Search Algorithms
and Other Methods
To evaluate the proposed triangular grid-based search algorithms in Chapters 3, 4 and this
chapter against other algorithms, we compare them with each other also with three more
algorithms: fixed-length random, Levy random-walk and Levy random-walk with potential
field algorithms [169]. In [169], the simulation results for these three algorithms have been
given in a plot of search time versus the number of robots. They consider a 400 m2 regular
square area to be explored by a team of mobile robots with a speed of 60 cm/s. We have
considered an irregular shape with an area of about 528 m2, and the robots with a maximum
speed of 40 cm/s.
First, we compare our presented algorithm in this chapter with algorithms presented in
Chapters 3 and 4. All algorithms are grid-based such that the robots certainly go through the
vertices of a triangular grid. In the algorithm of random triangular grid-based search, presented
in Chapter 3, robots go to the one of the six nearest vertices in each step regardless that the
vertex has been explored already or not; therefore, we have a pure random grid-based search
algorithm. On the other side, in the algorithm of semi-random triangular grid-based search
presented in Chapter 4, a robot goes to the one of the unexplored neighbouring vertices (each
vertex has at most six neighbouring vertices). If all the nearest neighbouring vertices have been
visited, one of them is randomly selected. It is clear that a semi-random algorithm is faster
than a pure random algorithm but requires more resources and processing. Our third proposed
algorithm, i.e., modified triangular grid-based search algorithm presented in this chapter, drives
the robots to move to the nearest unexplored vertex in the area in each step. In this algorithm,
the robots are not constrained to only move to the one of the six nearest neighbouring vertices
in the grid; but, they can move to the nearest unexplored vertex anywhere in the area.
Fig. 5.13 displays a comparison between our presented search algorithms using data from
Tables 3.1, 4.1 and 5.1. As shown in Fig. 5.13, semi-random triangular grid-based search
algorithm is faster than random triangular grid-based search algorithm, and modified triangular
grid-based search algorithm is much faster than both. Numerically, the speed of search by semi-
random triangular grid-based search algorithm is about fifty percent more than by random
triangular grid-based search algorithm, and the speed of search by modified triangular grid-
based search algorithm is more than fifty percent greater than by random triangular grid-based
search algorithm. Also, a comparison between the standard deviation of these algorithms shows
that standard deviation in modified triangular grid-based search algorithm is much less than
the other methods meaning that in this algorithm, repeating the simulation for a team of robots
does not have a considerable effect on the time of search.
Second, we compare our three algorithms with three other algorithms: fixed-length random,
Levy random-walk and Levy random-walk with potential field algorithms. Table 5.4 shows the
search time for these algorithms and our proposed algorithms that also depicted in Fig. 5.14.
Note that the search times given in Table 5.4 are approximated values extracted from the graph
given in [169], and also average values from Tables 3.1, 4.1 and 5.1. Table 5.5 shows the speed
of search versus the number of robots for the algorithms that also depicted in Fig. 5.15. Since
the size of the areas and speed of the robots in our simulations and the simulations in [169] are
different, they have been normalized; then, we can compare them. As shown in Fig. 5.15, the
fastest algorithm is our algorithm presented in this chapter, i.e., modified triangular grid-based
search algorithm; more than two times faster than the fastest algorithm presented in [169]. Fig.
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Figure 5.13: Comparison between presented search algorithms
5.15 also shows that semi-random triangular grid-based search algorithm presented in Chapter
4, is almost as fast as Levy random-walk and potential field algorithm, the fastest algorithm
in [169]; but, still slightly faster. Finally, Fig. 5.15 shows that random triangular grid-based
search algorithm presented in Chapter 3, is slightly slower than Levy random-walk algorithm
but noticeably faster than the fixed-length random algorithm; about two times faster.
5.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have developed a distributed control algorithm to drive a multi-robot team
to explore an unknown area. We have used a triangular grid pattern and a two-stage algorithm
for the control law so that the robots move through the vertices of the grid during the search
procedure. Therefore, a complete search of the whole area has been guaranteed. A math-
ematically rigorous proof of convergence of the presented algorithm has been demonstrated.
Furthermore, the computer simulation results using MobileSim, a powerful simulator of real
robots and environments, have been presented to confirm that the algorithm is effective and
practicable. Also, the experiments with Pioneer 3DX wheeled mobile robots have been done to
confirm the performance of our suggested algorithm. The presented results of the experiments
with real robots show that the algorithm is quite practical. Finally, a comparison between
the proposed triangular grid-based search algorithms in Chapters 3, 4 and this chapter against
three other algorithms have been given.
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Table 5.4: Comparison Between Presented Search Algorithms and Other Methods (Search time,
minute)
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10 38.8 14.7 9.3 17.5 8.4 4.0
Figure 5.14: Comparison between presented search algorithms and other methods
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Table 5.5: Comparison Between Presented Search Algorithms and Other Methods (Searching
speed, m2/min)
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Figure 5.15: Comparison between presented search algorithms and other methods
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Chapter 6
Formatiom Building with Obstacle
Avoidance
In this chapter, we propose a distributed motion coordination control algorithm for a team
of mobile robots so that the robots collectively move in a desired geometric pattern from any
initial position while avoiding the obstacles on their routes. In the proposed method, the
robots have no information on the shape and position of the obstacles and only use range
sensors to obtain the information. We use standard kinematic equations for the robots with
hard constraints on the linear and angular velocities. There is no leader in the team and the
robots apply a distributed control algorithm based on the local information they obtain from
their nearest neighbours. We take the advantage of using the consensus variables approach
that is a known rule in multi-agent systems. Also, we propose a randomized algorithm for the
anonymous robots, which achieves the convergence to the desired configuration with probability
1. Furthermore, we propose a novel obstacle avoidance technique based on the information from
the range sensors. Mathematically rigorous proofs of the proposed control algorithms are given,
and the effectiveness of the algorithms are illustrated via computer simulations.
6.1 Multi-Robot System
We consider a system consisting of n autonomous mobile robots labeled 1 through n moving in
a plane. The kinematic equations of motion for the robots are given by
x˙i(t) = vi(t) cos(θi(t))
y˙i(t) = vi(t)sin(θi(t))
θ˙i(t) = ωi(t)
(6.1)
for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n, where (xi(t), yi(t)) are the Cartesian coordinates of robot i at time
t, and θi(t) is its orientation with respect to the x-axis measured in the counter-clockwise
direction. Also, vi(t), the speed of the robot, and ωi(t), its angular velocity, are the control
inputs. Note that model (6.1) is a very common model, and many mobile agents (UGVs, UAVs,
missiles, etc.) can be described by this model [170–175]. Furthermore, we need the following
practical constraints:
− ωmax ≤ ωi(t) ≤ ωmax ∀t ≥ 0 (6.2)
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V m ≤ vi(t) ≤ V M ∀t ≥ 0 (6.3)
for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Here, ωmax > 0 and 0 < V m < V M are given constants.
Moreover, let zi(t) be the vector of the robots’ coordinates and Vi(t) as the robots’ velocity
vector defined by
zi(t) :=
(
xi(t)
yi(t)
)
, Vi(t) :=
(
vi(t)cos(θi(t))
vi(t)sin(θi(t))
)
(6.4)
for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
We assume that the robots share their information via a wireless communication at discrete
time instants k = 0, 1, 2, . . .. Due to limited communication range of the robots, we assume rc
as the communication range for all the mobile robots, meaning that a robot can only receive
information from the robots which are located not farther than rc.
Definition 6.1.1 Robot j is the neighbour of robot i at time k if and only if it is located on the
disk of radius rc with the center of robot i’s position. Also, let N i(k) be the set of all neighbours
of the robot i at time k, and |N i(k)| be the number of elements in N i(k).
The relationship among the robots can be defined by an undirected graph G(k). We assume
that any robot of the multi-robot team is a node of the graph G(k) at time k, i.e., i in VG =
{1, 2, . . . , n}, the node set of G(k), is related to robot i. In addition, robot i is the neighbour
of robot j at time k if and only if there is an edge between the nodes i and j of the graph G(k)
where i 6= j. Therefore, the problem of communication among the robots equals the problem
of the connectivity of the related graph. Note that robot i does not need to be the neighbour of
robot j to get the information from. The information is transferred through the other robots
which connect these robots in the related graph. We will also need the following assumption.
Assumption 6.1.1 There exists an infinite sequence of contiguous, non-empty, bounded time-
intervals [kj, kj+1), j = 0, 1, 2, . . ., starting at k0 = 0, such that across each [kj, kj+1), the union
of the collection {G(k) : k ∈ [kj, kj+1)} is a connected graph.
To achieve the common heading and speed of formation, we use the consensus variables
θ˜i(k) and v˜i(k), respectively. Also, we need a common origin of coordinates of the formation
for the multi-robot system; therefore, x˜i(k) and y˜i(k) are used as the consensus variables for
the coordinates of the robots. In other words, the robots start with different initial values
of consensus variables x˜i(0), y˜i(0), θ˜i(0) and v˜i(0), and each robot calculates these consensus
variables at any time k such that eventually the consensus variables converge to some consensus
values which define a common speed and orientation in a common coordinate system.
Assumption 6.1.2 The initial values of the consensus variables θ˜i satisfy θ˜i(0) ∈ [0, pi) for
all i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
Assumption 6.1.3 The information on the other robots that is available to robot i at time k
is the coordinates (xj(k), yj(k)), and the consensus variables θ˜j(k), x˜j(k), y˜j(k) and v˜j(k) for
all j ∈ Ni(k).
In practice, the coordinates of neighbouring robots can be obtained using Kalman state
estimation via limited capacity communication channels [176].
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6.2 Formation Building
We propose the following rules for updating the consensus variables θ˜i(k), x˜i(k), y˜i(k) and v˜i(k)
:
θ˜i(k + 1) =
θ˜i(k) +
∑
j∈Ni(k)
θ˜j(k)
1 + |Ni(k)|
x˜i(k + 1) =
xi(k) + x˜i(k) +
∑
j∈Ni(k)
(xj(k) + x˜j(k))
1 + |Ni(k)| − xi(k + 1)
y˜i(k + 1) =
yi(k) + y˜i(k) +
∑
j∈Ni(k)
(yj(k) + y˜j(k))
1 + |Ni(k)| − yi(k + 1)
v˜i(k + 1) =
v˜i(k) +
∑
j∈Ni(k)
v˜j(k)
1 + |Ni(k)|
(6.5)
Based on rule (6.5), the mobile robots use the consensus variables to achieve a consensus
on the heading, speed and origin of the coordinate system of the formation.
Lemma 6.2.1 Suppose that Assumptions 6.1.1 and 6.1.2 hold, and the consensus variables are
updated according to the decentralized control rule (6.5). Then, there exist constants θ˜0, X˜0, Y˜0
and v˜0 such that
lim
k→∞
θ˜i(k) = θ˜0
lim
k→∞
v˜i(k) = v˜0
lim
k→∞
(xi(k) + x˜i(k)) = X˜0
lim
k→∞
(yi(k) + y˜i(k)) = Y˜0
(6.6)
for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Furthermore, the convergence in (6.6) is exponentially fast.
The statement of Lemma 6.2.1 immediately follows from the main result of [115]. Note that
the constants θ˜0, X˜0, Y˜0 and v˜0 are the same for all the robots.
Definition 6.2.1 A navigation law is said to be globally stabilizing with initial conditions
(xi(0), yi(0), θi(0)), i = 1, 2, . . . , n and the given values of configuration C = {X1, X2, . . . , Xn, Y1, Y2, . . . , Yn},
if there exists a Cartesian coordinate system and v˜0 such that the solution of the closed-loop
system (6.1) with these initial conditions and the proposed navigation law in this Cartesian
coordinate system satisfies:
lim
t→∞
(xi(t)− xj(t)) = Xi −Xj
lim
t→∞
(yi(t)− yj(t)) = Yi − Yj
(6.7)
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and
lim
t→∞
θi(t) = 0
lim
t→∞
vi(t) = v˜0
(6.8)
for all 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n. where X1, X2, . . . , Xn, Y1, Y2, . . . , Yn are given constants.
Rule (6.8) means that as t → ∞ all the robots will finally move in the same direction
along the x-axis with the same speed. Furthermore, rule (6.7) indicates that a geometric
configuration of the robots given by C will be obtained. For instance, if we have four robots
and C = {0, 0, 2, 2, 0, 1, 0, 1}, then the geometric formation of the robots will be a rectangle of
sides 1 and 2.
Since we use the discrete time consensus variables θ˜i(k), x˜i(k), y˜i(k) and v˜i(k) updated ac-
cording to (6.5), we need to define the corresponding piecewise constant continuous time vari-
ables as
θ˜i(t) := θ˜i(k) ∀t ∈ (k, k + 1)
x˜i(t) := x˜i(k) ∀t ∈ (k, k + 1)
y˜i(t) := y˜i(k) ∀t ∈ (k, k + 1)
v˜i(t) := v˜i(k) ∀t ∈ (k, k + 1).
(6.9)
For any time t and any robot i, we consider a Cartesian coordinate system with the x-axis
in the direction θ˜i(t) (according to the definition (6.9), θ˜i(t) is piecewise constant). In other
words, in this coordinate system θ˜i(t) = 0 and xi(t), yi(t) are now coordinates of robot i in this
system. Notice that we now formulate our decentralized control law for each robot in its own
coordinate system. Since according to Lemma 6.2.1, θ˜i(k) converges to the same value for all
i, all these robots’ coordinate systems converge to the same coordinate system in which (6.7)
holds.
Assumption 6.2.1 Let c > 0 be any constant such that
c >
2V M
ωmax
. (6.10)
We assume that the constant c and also the configuration C are known to all the robots.
Introduce the functions hi(t) as
h(t) := (xi(t) + x˜i(t)) +Xi + tv˜i(t) (6.11)
for all i = 1,2,. . . , n. Also, introduce two-dimensional vector gi(t) as
gi(t) : =
(
gxi (t)
gyi (t)
)
(6.12)
where
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gxi (t) :=
{
hi(t) + c if xi(t) ≤ hi(t)
xi(t) + c if xi(t) > hi(t)
gyi (t) := (yi(t) + y˜i(t)) + Yi
(6.13)
and two-dimensional vector di(t) as
di(t) := gi(t)− zi(t) (6.14)
for all i = 1,2,. . . , n, where zi(t) is defined by (6.4).
Now, we introduce the following decentralized control law:
vi(t) =
{
V M if xi(t) ≤ hi(t)
V m if xi(t) > hi(t)
ωi(t) = ω
maxsign(ψi(t))
(6.15)
for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n, where ψi(t) is the angle between Vi(t) and di(t) measured from Vi(t)
in the counter-clockwise direction, i.e.,
ψi(t) = ∠(Vi(t), di(t)) (6.16)
(see Fig. 6.1), and sign(·) is defined by
sign(α) :=

−1 if α < 0
0 if α = 0
1 if α > 0
(6.17)
We also need the following assumption.
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Assumption 6.2.2 The initial robots’ speeds satisfy
V m < vi(0) < V
M
for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
Notice that Assumption 6.2.2 is just slightly stronger than the requirement (6.3) for t = 0
where non-strict inequalities are required.
The proposed algorithm is based on robots’ headings and coordinates which, of course,
depend on initial conditions. Therefore, the proposed law depends on initial conditions on
robots’ headings and coordinates. The connectivity of the multi-robot formation is maintained
due to Assumption 6.1.1 which is a standard assumption in numerous papers on multi- agent
systems; see, e.g., [106,115] and the references therein.
Now, we are in a position to present the main result of this section.
Theorem 6.2.1 Consider the autonomous mobile robots described by the equations (6.1) and
the constraints (6.2), (6.3). Let C = {X1, X2, . . . , Xn, Y1, Y2, . . . , Yn} be a given config-
uration. Suppose that Assumptions 6.1.1, 6.1.2, 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 hold. Then, the decentralized
control law (6.5), (6.15) is globally stabilizing with any initial conditions and the configuration
C.
Proof of Theorem 6.2.1: Let 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We consider a fictitious target Ti moving on the
plane with coordinates gi(t) defined by (6.13). Furthermore, introduce another fictitious target
T˜i moving on the plane with coordinates g˜i(t) defined by
g˜i(t) : =
(
g˜xi (t)
g˜yi (t)
)
(6.18)
where
g˜xi (t) :=
{
X0 +Xi + tv˜0 + c if xi(t) ≤ X˜0 +Xi + tv˜0
xi(t) + c if xi(t) > X˜0 +Xi + tv˜0
g˜yi (t) := Y˜0 + Yi
(6.19)
It immediately follows from Lemma 6.2.1 that
lim
t→∞
(g˜i(t)− gi(t)) = 0. (6.20)
Moreover, this convergence is exponentially fast. Let ψi(t) be the angle between the velocity
vector Vi(t) of robot i and the line-of-sight between the robot and Ti; and βi(t) be the angle
between the velocity vector V Ti (t) of Ti and the line-of-sight from robot i to Ti (see Fig.6.1).
It is well-known (see, e.g., [177]) that the following equation holds:
ψ˙i(t) =
‖Vi(t)‖ sinψi(t)
‖d˜i(t)‖
− ωi(t)− ‖V
T
i (t)‖ sin βi(t)
‖d˜i(t)‖
(6.21)
where d˜i(t) is defined as
d˜i(t) := g˜i(t)− zi(t), (6.22)
zi(t) is defined by (6.4), and ‖ · ‖ denotes the standard Euclidean vector norm. It obviously
follows from (6.19),(6.22) that
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tFigure 6.2: Sliding mode solution
‖d˜i(t)‖ ≥ c ∀t ≥ 0. (6.23)
Furthermore, (6.19) implies that
V Ti (t) :=
(
(V Txi (t)
V Tyi (t)
)
;
V Txi (t) =
{
v˜0 if xi(t) ≤ X0 +Xi + tv˜0
vi(t) if xi(t) > X0 +Xi + tv˜0
V Tyi (t) = 0.
(6.24)
It follows from (6.24) and (6.3) that
‖V Ti (t)‖ ≤ V M . (6.25)
Now, we consider the control law (6.15) with di replaced by d˜i. The inequality (6.25) together
with (6.10), (6.21) and (6.23) implies that under this control law, there exists a constant  > 0
such that
ψ˙i(t) < − if ψi(t) > 0
ψ˙i(t) >  if ψi(t) < 0.
(6.26)
Therefore, there exists a time τ > 0 such that
ψi(t) = 0 ∀t ≥ τ. (6.27)
Notice that the closed-loop system (6.1), (6.15) is a system of differential equations with dis-
continuous right-hand sides; the equation ψi = 0 defines a switching surface of this system, and
a solution satisfying (6.27) is a sliding mode; see, e.g., [178]. Also, (6.5), (6.15) that belongs to
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the class of switched control laws and the system (6.1) with such controller is a hybrid dynam-
ical system [179–181]. The inequalities (6.26) guarantee that this sliding mode solution of the
closed-loop system looks as it is shown in Fig. 6.2 and satisfies
ψ˙i(t) = 0 ∀i ∀t ≥ τ. (6.28)
From this and (6.21), we obtain that
ωi(t) = −‖V
T
i (t)‖ sin βi(t)
||d˜i(t)‖
(6.29)
for all sliding mode solutions. Therefore, for any initial condition, the sliding mode solution is
unique and well-defined. Furthermore, (6.29), (6.25), (6.10) and (6.23) imply that the constraint
(6.2) holds for any sliding mode solution satisfying (6.27).
Furthermore, the condition (6.27) means that the velocity vector Vi(t) is parallel to the
vector d˜i(t) for all t ≥ τ . Hence, for all t ≥ τ , we have that the robot’s velocity vector is always
pointed at g˜i(t) . Since g˜
y
i (t) = Y˜0 + Yi, we obtain that yi(t) → Y˜0 + Yi. The second of the
conditions (6.7) immediately follows from this. Furthermore, Assumption 6.2.2 implies that
V m ≤ v˜0 ≤ V M . The fact that the velocity vector Vi(t) is parallel to the vector d˜i(t) for all
t ≥ τ , and the control law (6.15) with di replaced by d˜i imply that
d˜i(t) =
(
c
0
)
for all i and all large enough t. The first of the conditions (6.7) immediately follows from this.
We proved the statement of the theorem for the control law (6.15) with di replaced by d˜i. This
and the exponential convergence (6.20) together with the inequality (6.23) imply that the same
statement holds for the original control law (6.15). This completes the proof of Theorem 6.2.1.

Remark 6.2.1 It is evident from the proof of Theorem 6.2.1 that the main idea of the control
law (6.15) can be explained as follows. Each robot i is guided towards a fictitious target Ti that
is always located ahead of the desired robot’s position relative to its neighbours. The reason
we guide the robot towards a fictitious target but not the desired relative robot’s position itself
is clear from (6.29). If we conducted the robot towards the desired relative position, we would
have ‖di(t)‖ → 0; therefore, ωi(t)→∞ and the constraint (6.2) would be violated. Notice that
our method for guidance towards a fictitious target Ti is a pure pursuit type guidance law (see,
e.g., [182]).
6.3 Formation Building with Anonymous Robots
In the area of robotics, it is common to use the multi-robot task allocation approach to similar
problems. However, most work on multi-robot task allocation has been ad hoc and empirical
especially in the case of an arbitrarily large number of robots; see, e.g., [183,184]. In this section,
we propose a randomized algorithm to handle this problem which leads to a mathematically
rigorous theoretical analysis for any number of robots. In Section 6.2, an algorithm of formation
building for a team of mobile robots was proposed in which positions of all robots are pre-
assigned, i.e., each robot knows a priori its final position in the desired geometric configuration.
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In this section, we present the algorithm of formation building with anonymous robots meaning
that the robots do not know their final position in the desired geometric configuration at
the beginning but using a randomized algorithm, they eventually reach a consensus on their
positions. In other words, each robot does not know a priori its position in the configuration
C = {X1, X2, . . . , Xn, Y1, Y2, . . . , Yn}.
Definition 6.3.1 A navigation law is said to be globally stabilizing with anonymous robots
and the configuration C = {X1, X2, . . . , Xn, Y1, Y2, . . . , Yn} if for any initial conditions
(xi(0), yi(0), θi(0)), there exists a permutation r(i) of the index set {1, 2, . . . , n} such that
for any i = 1, 2, . . . , n, there exist a Cartesian coordinate system and v˜0 such that the solution
of the closed-loop system (6.1) with the proposed navigation law in this Cartesian coordinate
system satisfies (6.8) and
lim
t→∞
(xi(t)− xj(t)) =Xr(i) −Xr(j)
lim
t→∞
(yi(t)− yj(t)) =Yr(i) − Yr(j)
(6.30)
for all 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n.
Let R > 0 be a given constant. We assume that each robot i has the capacity to detect all
other robots inside the circle of radius R centred at the current position of robot i. Furthermore,
let 0 <  <
R
2
be a given constant. For any configuration C = {X1, X2, . . . , Xn, Y1, Y2, . . . , Yn}
introduce a undirected graph P consisting of n vertices. Vertices i and j of the graph P are
connected by an edge if and only if
√
(Xi −Xj)2 + (Yi − Yj)2) ≤ R − 2. We will need the
following assumption.
Assumption 6.3.1 The graph P is connected.
We present a randomized algorithm to build an index permutation function r(i) . Let N ≥ 1
be a given integer. Let r(0, i) ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} be any initial index values where i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
As in the navigation law (6.5), (6.15), for any time t and any robot i, we consider a Carte-
sian coordinate system with the x-axis in the direction θ˜i(t) (according to the definition (6.9),
θ˜i(t) is piecewise constant). In other words, in this coordinate system θ˜i(t) = 0, xi(t), yi(t) are
now coordinates of robot i in this system. Furthermore, we say that a vertex j of the graph P
is vacant at time kN for robot i if there is no any robot inside the circle of radius  centred at
the point(
(xi(kN) + x˜i(kN)) +Xj + kNv˜i(kN)
(yi(kN) + y˜i(kN)) + Yj
)
Let S(kN, i) denote the set of vertices of P consisting of r(kN, i) and those of vertices of
P that are connected to r(kN, i) and vacant at time kN for robot i. Let |S(kN, i)| be the
number of elements in S(kN, i). It is clear that 1 ≤ |S(kN, i)| because r(kN, i) ∈ S(kN, i).
Moreover, introduce the Boolean variable bi(kN) such that bi(kN) := 1 if there exists another
robot j 6= i that is inside of the circle of radius  centred at(
(xi(kN) + x˜i(kN)) +Xi+ kNv˜i(kN)
(yi(kN) + y˜i(kN)) + Yi
)
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at time kN , and bi(kN) := 0 otherwise. We propose the following random algorithm:
r((k + 1)N, i) =

r(kN, i) if (bi(kN) = 0 or (bi(kN) = 1)
and |S(kN, i)| = 1
j if bi(kN) = 1
and |S(kN, i)| > 1
(6.31)
Now, we are in a position to present the main result of this section.
Theorem 6.3.1 Consider the autonomous robots described by the equations (6.1) and the con-
straints (6.2), (6.3). Let C = {X1, X2, . . . , Xn, Y1, Y2, . . . , Yn} be a given configuration.
Suppose that Assumptions 6.1.1, 6.1.2, 6.2.2 and 6.3.1 hold, and c is a constant satisfying
(6.10). Then, for initial conditions (xi(0), yi(0), θi(0)), i = 1, 2, . . . , n, there exists an inte-
ger N0 > 0 such that for any N ≥ N0, the decentralized control law (6.5), (6.15), (6.31) with
probability 1 is globally stabilizing with these initial conditions and the configuration C.
Proof of Theorem 6.3.1: The algorithm (6.31) defines an absorbing Markov chain which
contains a number of absorbing states that are impossible to leave; in this case, the states when
different robots correspond to different vertices of the desired configuration. It is also obvious
that these absorbing states can be reached from any initial state with a non-zero probability.
It is a well-known theorem of the Markov chain theory that a Markov chain with finite number
of states has, at least, one absorbing state which can be reached from any other states with
non-zero probability. Then, with probability 1, one of the absorbing states will be reached.
This completes the proof of Theorem 6.3.1. 
6.4 Obstacle Avoidance
We consider a more challenging problem of navigation of a group of mobile robots for formation
in the existence of obstacles. The map of the environment, information about the obstacles
including their shapes, positions and geometric distribution are not known to the robots a
priori. To detect an obstacle, the robots must be equipped with a range sensor like sonar or
laser. The robots can detect an obstacle when it lies within their range. Then, they obtain
range and angle to the obstacle. The algorithm of obstacle avoidance employs this information
and calculates an appropriate route to avoid collision with the obstacle.
We apply an algorithm for obstacle avoidance that uses angles and distances provided by
range sensors. We assume that the range sensors are located on the robot’s perimeter, in the
forepart with 180◦ field of view; ±90◦ with respect to robot’s heading. Also, we assume that the
maximum range of robots’ range sensors is rs. As shown in Fig. 6.3, a robot moving toward an
obstacle detects the obstacle as soon as the obstacle is placed in the sensing range of the robot.
Then, the robot changes its route to turn the obstacle preserving a distance to it. Suppose
Rt be the turning radius of the robot and d be the distance to the obstacle when the robot’s
heading is parallel to the obstacle surface. Since
Rmaxt =
V M
ωmin
and
dmin = rs −Rmaxt
thus, we need following assumption.
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dFigure 6.3: Detecting an obstacle
Figure 6.4: Moving with a constant distance to the obstacle
Assumption 6.4.1 dmin > d0 where d0 is a given constant.
Assume a robot is moving along the circumference of an obstacle (see Fig. 6.4). Also,
suppose that the curvature radius of the obstacle is big enough such that the surface of the
obstacle is assumed flat. As shown in Fig. 6.4, if the robot picks the farthest detectable point
on the obstacle surface using its range sensor as a reference point, there exists an angle between
the robot’s heading and range sensor’s ray is termed as avoiding angle. To have a constant
distance to the obstacle, we need a constant avoiding angle φ0 satisfying d0 = rs sinφ0.
Now, consider the robot encounters a curved obstacle (see Fig. 6.5). Therefore, the robot
must follow a trajectory preserving the given distance of d0 to the obstacle surface. For instance,
as shown in Fig. 6.5, the robot’s distance to the obstacle is d0 but the range sensor detects
that the avoiding angle φ is greater than φ0 and their difference is ∆φ = |φ − φ0|. Thus, the
robot must turn in order to remove this gap; by turning equal to ∆φ to the right in this case.
Fig. 6.6 shows the details of obstacle avoidance approach when the obstacle is convex. As
shown in Fig. 6.6, the robot is moving along the surface of the obstacle with avoiding distance
of d0. As previously mentioned and shown in Fig. 6.4, there is an angle of φ0 between the
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Figure 6.5: Detecting the curvature of an obstacle
robot’s heading and the range sensor’s ray for a flat surface. However, in order to keep moving
with the avoiding distance of d0, the robot must turn by ∆φ toward the obstacle. Assume a
fictitious target T , a point with a distance of rs to the robot and angle of ∆φ respect to the
robot’s heading toward the obstacle (see Fig .6.6). As depicted in Fig. 6.6, angles θ′ and θ′′
are equal thus the line segments d′ and d′′ will be equal. In addition, since ÂB = ĈD thus
]ODB = ]OCD = γ which satisfies that triangles BED and AFC are equal. Therefore, line
segment AF, which is the distance to the obstacle at F, will be equal to BE= d0. It means that
if point C is selected as the fictitious target, the distance to the obstacle will be maintained to
a given constant.
Fig. 6.7 shows the case that the obstacle is concave. This case is similar to the convex case
except the fictitious target that is away from the obstacle; therefore, the robot must turn by
∆φ away from the obstacle.
As a result, we propose the following control law that enables robots to avoid a collision by
calculating a smooth path around the obstacles.
vi(t) = V
M
ωi(t) = ω
maxsign(ψi(t))
(6.32)
for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n, where
ψi(t) =

1 If φ < φ0
0 If φ = φ0
−1 If φ > φ0
(6.33)
also V M , ωmax and sign(.) are given in (6.2), (6.3) and (6.17), respectively.
Now, we are in a position to present the main results of this chapter.
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Figure 6.6: A convex obstacle
Theorem 6.4.1 Consider the autonomous mobile robots described by the equations (6.1) and
the constraints (6.2), (6.3). Let C = {X1, X2, . . . , Xn, Y1, Y2, . . . , Yn} be a given configura-
tion. Suppose that Assumptions 6.1.1, 6.1.2, 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 hold, and c is a constant satisfying
(6.10). Then, the distributed control law (6.5), (6.15), (6.32) is globally stabilizing with any
initial conditions and the configuration C.
Proof of Theorem 6.4.1: proof of Theorem 6.4.1 is completely similar to the proof
of Theorem 6.2.1. Both control laws, (6.15) for formation building and (6.32) for obstacle
avoidance are the same. The main difference is that the fictitious target T in this case is
variable between (6.12) and what is defined in this section. In other words, whenever a robot
encounters an obstacle, the fictitious target switches from (6.12) to a point with a distance of
rs to the robot and angle of ∆φ respect to the robot’s heading toward the obstacle (point C in
Fig. 6.6 and Fig. 6.7).
6.5 Simulation Results
We present computer simulation results for all algorithms proposed in this chapter: obstacle
avoidance, formation building with obstacle avoidance and anonymous formation building with
obstacle avoidance. We use Mobotsim 1.0 simulator, a powerful 2D simulator of mobile robots
that simulates robots’ motion, environment and range sensors like sonar. Simulation parameters
are given in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1: Simulation Paremeters
Parameter Value Comment
Sampling Intervals 0.1 s
Robot’s Platform Diameter 0.5 meter
Distance Between Wheels 0.35 meter
Wheels Diameter 0.2 meter
Maximum Angular Velocity 2 rad/s
Maximum Linear Velocity 1.5 m/s
Minimum Linear Velocity .2 m/s
Sonars Maximum Range 2 meter
Number of Ranging Sonars 12
Sonars’ Radiation Cone 15 degree
6.5.1 Obstacle Avoidance
First, we present the simulation results for the proposed obstacle avoidance rule (6.32). Fig.
6.8 shows the simulation results for obstacle avoidance rule (6.32) with some different obstacles.
As Fig. 6.8 displays, by applying the proposed obstacle avoidance rule, the robots successfully
bypass the obstacles with different shapes and sizes.
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Figure 6.8: Applying the obstacle avoidance rule; robots pass the obstacles
6.5.2 Formation Building with Obstacle Avoidance
To simulate the algorithm of formation building with obstacle avoidance, we consider a team
consisting of five robots randomly located on the plane with different headings. The goal is to
build a formation as well as avoiding the obstacles that might obstruct robots’ movement. The
robots are to build the edge ( ’>’) by applying the proposed algorithm of formation building in
Section 6.2 and the obstacle avoidance rule in Section 6.4. First, we assume that there is not
any obstacle; therefore, only the formation building rule of the proposed algorithm is used. As
depicted in Fig. 6.9, the robots build the desired formation (’>’).
Second, we assume the same problem but this time with an obstacle. The simulation results
of applying the proposed algorithm are displayed in Fig. 6.10. As shown in Fig. 6.10(a), the
robots build the desired formation before they encounter the obstacle, and move such that the
formation configuration holds. When the robots detect an obstacle on their direction, they
avoid the obstacle by turning around. Fig. 6.10(b) shows the snapshot of this phase. Passing
the obstacle, the robots restart the formation building phase and as Fig. 6.10(c) shows, the
desired formation is built again. Note that as shown in Fig. 6.10, it is not necessary for the
robots to pass the obstacle all together and then start the formation building, e.g., while one
robot is still in the obstacle avoidance phase, the other robots that have passed the obstacle
begin the formation building phase again.
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Figure 6.9: Robots form the desired pattern without any obstacles
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 6.10: Robots pass the obstacle and build the desired form
To confirm that the proposed algorithm is effective even with any number of obstacles
with different shapes and sizes, more simulations are fulfilled. Fig. 6.11 shows the results of
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 6.11: Robots form the desired patterns and avoid obstacles
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these simulations in which more obstacles with different shapes and sizes are used, and the
robots build various formations. In Fig. 6.11(a), the robots build an edge (’>’) while avoiding
the obstacles on their routes. In Fig. 6.11 (b) and (c), they form shapes of a line and an
arc, respectively. The results confirm that the proposed algorithm is effective even with any
number of obstacles with different shapes and sizes. It should be pointed out that the proposed
obstacle avoidance algorithm prevents the collision between robots too; as a robot considers
another robot in its sensing range as an obstacle.
6.5.3 Formation Building with Anonymous Robots and Obstacle
Avoidance
In Section 6.5.2, simulation results for formation building with obstacle avoidance have been
presented. As previously explained, in the algorithm of Section 6.2, positions of all the robots
are pre-assigned, i.e., each robot knows its position in the final formation building. Therefore,
the positions of the robots do not change during the formation process; as it has been shown
in Fig. 6.11 when positions of the robots are invariant before and after passing the obstacles.
On the other hand, applying the algorithm of Section 6.3, result in altering the position of the
robots during the formation process. Simulation results for the algorithm of formation building
with anonymous robots presented in Section 6.3, are given in Fig. 6.12. In Fig. 6.12(a), robots
form an edge (’>’) before encountering the obstacles, and Fig. 6.12(b) shows the positions of
the robots after passing the obstacles. As shown in Fig. 6.12(b), the positions of the robots after
passing the obstacles are not the same as before; robots make the same formation building but
with a different arrangement of the robots. Fig. 6.12(c-f), show something like that for line ’|’
and arc ’(’ formation buildings. Fig. 6.13 shows a comparison between the formation building
algorithms, with and without anonymous robots. As depicted in Fig. 6.13(a), the positions of
the robots in the formation building are the same before and after passing the obstacles while
in Fig. 6.13(b) where the algorithm of anonymous formation building is applied, the positions
of the robots change.
6.6 Summary
The problem of formation building with obstacle avoidance for a team of mobile robots have
been considered. The algorithm of global formation building has been combined with a local
obstacle avoidance algorithm. We have proposed a distributed motion coordination control
algorithm so that the robots collectively move in a desired geometric pattern from any initial
position while avoiding the obstacles on their way. We have considered unicycles with standard
kinematic equations and hard constraints on their linear and angular velocities for the type
of the robots. A consensus variables rule has been used for the formation building phase that
is based on the local information. Also, a novel technique based on the information from
the range sensors have been employed for the obstacle avoidance phase. Furthermore, we
propose a randomized algorithm for the anonymous robots which achieves the convergence to
the desired configuration with probability 1. Mathematically rigorous proofs of the proposed
control algorithms have been given, and the effectiveness of the algorithms have been confirmed
via computer simulations.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 6.12: Robots form (a),(b) an edge; (c),(d) a line and (e),(f) an arc
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(a) Formation building without anonymous robots
(b) Formation building with anonymous robots
Figure 6.13: A comparison between formation building with and without anonymous robots
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
The main purpose of this report was to design some algorithms for search by multi-robot
systems. We assumed an unknown area including some obstacles to be searched by a team
of autonomous mobile robots either partially for a given number of targets or entirely for
the unknown number of targets. For that purpose, we developed three decentralized control
algorithms to drive a multi-robot team to explore unknown environments. We used a triangular
grid pattern and two-stage algorithms for the control law so that robots move through the
vertices of the grid during the search procedure. In the first stage of the proposed search
algorithms, using a consensus variables rule, the robots are located on the vertices of a triangular
grid. For the second stage of the algorithm, three different scenarios were considered. First, a
pure random grid-based algorithm described in Chapter 3 was presented, by which the robots
randomly move between the vertices of a common triangular grid so that in each step they
only move to the one of the closest neighbouring vertices. Note that there are at most six
closest neighbouring vertices for each vertex. In the second scenario, presented in Chapter 4,
we changed the pure random rule to a semi-random rule. In this case, the robots still randomly
move between the vertices of a common triangular grid so that in each step they move to the
one of the closest neighbouring vertices; but, only to those vertices which have not been visited
by the robots yet. If all the (at most) six neighbouring vertices have been visited already, one
of them will randomly be selected. Finally, a modified algorithm was proposed in Chapter 5.
This algorithm does not confine the robots to move only to the closest neighbouring vertices;
but, they move to the nearest unvisited vertex anywhere in the search area.
It has been shown that a triangular grid pattern is asymptotically optimal in terms of
the minimum number of robots required for the complete coverage of an arbitrary bounded
area. That is we employed a triangular grid pattern for the proposed algorithms, i.e., robots
certainly go through the vertices of a triangular grid during the search operation. Therefore,
using the vertices of a triangular grid coverage guarantees complete search of the whole area as
well as better performance in terms of search time. Furthermore, we presented a new kind of
topological map which robots make and share during the search operation. Unlike many other
hubristic algorithms in this area, we gave mathematically rigorous proofs of convergence with
probability 1 of the proposed algorithms.
The procedures of this study were approved by computer simulation results using a simulator
of real robots and environments. To evaluate the performance of the algorithms, we presented
the experiment results with real Pioneer 3DX mobile robots for one of the algorithms with
detailed descriptions and explanations. The results demonstrated the features of the proposed
algorithms and their performance with real systems. Moreover, we compared the proposed
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algorithms with each other and also with three other algorithms from other researchers. The
comparison showed the strength of our proposed algorithms over the other existing algorithms.
Also, a further study on networked multi-robot formation building algorithms was presented
in this report. The problem of formation building for a group of mobile robots was considered.
A decentralized formation building with obstacle avoidance algorithm for a group of mobile
robots to move in a defined geometric configuration was proposed. Furthermore, we considered
a more complicated formation problem with a group of anonymous robots where the robots
are not aware of their position in the final configuration and have to reach a consensus during
the formation process while avoiding obstacles. We proposed a randomized algorithm for the
anonymous robots which achieves the convergence to the desired configuration with probability
1. Moreover, we presented a novel obstacle avoidance rule which was employed in the formation
building algorithms. We demonstrated mathematically rigorous proofs of convergence of the
presented algorithms. Also, we confirmed the performance and applicability of the proposed
algorithms by computer simulation results.
Future Work
In terms of directions for future research, further work could be as follows:
• It is an interesting direction for future research to apply the proposed search algorithms
to swarm systems. In that case, it could also be conducted to determine the effectiveness
of limited wireless communication and memory resources [185,186].
• During the experiments, no visible or severe drift on wheel odometry was observed; but,
it can be significant if the number of vertices of the grid is large. Addressing this problem
is a direction for our future work [187,188].
• We have assumed static obstacles in the workspace. For a real application, more challenges
may appear with moving obstacles in the environment that would be a fruitful area for
further work [189,190].
• In the proposed search algorithms, we have assumed static targets. It is recommended
that further research be undertaken with moving targets [191].
• In Chapter 6, we proposed new strategies in formation control with obstacle avoidance of
autonomous robots and presented computer simulation results. It would be interesting to
investigate and verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms through experiments
with real robots.
• Regarding the proposed formation building algorithms, the future work can be modifying
the proposed algorithms so that the formation holds while passing the obstacles [192].
• Another possible area of future research would be to consider the problem of environmen-
tal extremum seeking by multi-robot teams using the algorithms presented in this report
for search and formation [193–196].
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